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BY REV. J. J. HALL.
sweet

songs

Havergal, who bas lately, died in

|,

vs

In his admirable agicle on

Candidates

for the Ministry, that appeared
‘
+
Star of the 17th inst., Professor
Lal

Y Siiebos Jis no certain token

That no secret grief is there;

. BY MARY B. PHIFLIPS.

in the
Howe

r

as they have grown f older and gone ott to mysterious generous friend of the Board. of

principal town in respect of antiquity if
not of population is the borough of New-

=
work for thémselves. ‘Eleven now re- “Missions.
With all their faults the people of Boston are
main, some of. whoin-are very bright and
eminently benevolentas well as highly cultured.
interesting. Many, of those who have Among the good tnings said at the recentannual
i
A
of and educated”here are meeting of the Associated Charities (at whicly

port.

The ‘principal: business street: of any
English country. village is called High
Street.
The High St. of Ventnor "has a
prosperous and attractive look, with its array of fine shops at which one can buy any
necessity or luxury of food or dress, and
carn also provide himself with views of interesting points on the island or any - possible article for use or ornament.
The
book-seller ahd the circulating library are
well patronized:

ery

"18 IT SPURIOUS?

TRY TO UNDERSTAND.
[The following is only one of the many

: Rk. Frances Ridley

larger

| have ministers who can ¢ sow” as well as

nid Pwithin the

$23.50

No. 2.

seput

proportion of our churches, especially at
the West, must be-cared for and led and
fed :by' the ministry. They must still

Publisher,

THE ISLE OF WIGHT.

In other cases = Quarterly

Meetings or Yearly Meetings might
cure combinations of churches “and

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,

To whom all letters on’ business,
money, &c., should be addressed, at
Aa All communications designed
should be addressed fo Editor T'he

fieid.

island ave popular as summer Yesors. The

, The visitor is sure to

be

Cowes,

Next

in’ importance

and Ventunor..

rated from

the

‘are’ Ryde,

The island is sepa-

maip-land

by

the

Solent

now in good positions and Suing well.

Sea; a channel about four miles in breadth.

The highest hills are

adorned

with

some

$tiss Hatti¢ Phillips has succeeded

like-

lamented father,

The latter can dig

in tumuli or burrow to his heart’s

and perhaps find reli
Saxon, and Danis

content

Previous to the Reformation,

has

-mentions ' certain

passages of Scripture

directly or indirectly the product. of tion? I think not. And were a person
~~ preaching. In ‘all missionary labor the to make use of the subject as being au" minjster begins the. work, and ° like thentic he would ‘certainly find himself in

Trellisdd’ covered with climbing plants
maké shaded walks and avenues. Narrow,

winding paths up steps cut in the rock often conduct to higher: regions. Foliage
meeting overhead keeps out the sun’s rays.
These sequestered paths and nooks are a
regular feature. The most is made ‘of a
bit of ground if it is not more than a yard
square.
At Benchurch there is an ascent
from the bottom of the village: to the top
by a flight of ninety-nine stone steps. :

old stone font, and memorial:

der" the auspices of that. orgahization in
that, notorious locality known as’ the North
End.
She said that Boston never lets a good
work die; and there is ample evidence of the

since

had the ertire

charge of. it,-receiving such assistance

.

truth of her assertion. "The detailed account gi¥-

as

en of the charitable work of this lady and her
collegues was convincing proof of the success
of thé admirable.system by which the associat~
has never been alone more than ten days, ed charities of Boston regulate their efforts.
at a time. Here the school for girls Hag | "The principles upon which this system is basmiet with bitter opposition but still with a ed are that prevention is better than cure, and
Soll of thirty pupils and an” “average. at- that giving help, especially money, to those in
want without some return for it in labor of
tendancg of fifteen. A second school has some sort only tends to perpetuate pauperism.
been opened with a fair attendance. At
ceordingly, no alms are given except for

British, Roman,
“Roman coins

could be given by ladies from - the other
stations, arranging their visits so that she

surprised at the luxuriant growths of ivy and tesselated floors’ were exhumed thirty
Knives, axes
7| years ago at Carisbrooke.
and other climbing plants. Many houses
and gold and silver’ornaments of the Saxare completely covered, with the exception
on period have also been found. The old
of thie windows. .¢ The rugged, irregular
churches gave me the most satisfaction,
terraces, pictu Tesqye apis, sylvan dells,
and whatever need was not supplied’ by
and huge, fantastic mas¥es of roek, » before spoken of as distinguishing the site of them ‘was. provided . for by Carisbrooke

Castle.

at Dantoor, - and

the first two months

this place a peculiar feature of the

the

work

Ventnor, give most wonderful possibilities
Isle of Wight had its full| share. ,6f-monas- is the Sunday morning Bible Reading, in
;
which are fo be found in our: version but to the streets. Of course there can be tic institutions.
There’ “werd four’ prige English, with the leading babus of- the
do not, he affirms, belong to the: New generally nothing like regularity. They.1. “ries, one abbey, and seventy or eighty ora- town.’ It was established at their request,
Seldom can the heart be lonely
Ifit seek a Jonelier still,
Testament, and. ays, “ Notably the story just go anywhere they can. They twist tories, chantries, and chapels beside. -the by Dr. Jeremiah Phillips and has been
and turn around rocks, and creep ‘along
Seif forgetting, séaking only
of the womap taken in adultery.”
regular parish - chuféhes.” The churches kept up ever since. “These babus make
Brighter olcups of loye to fili. .
' Now, probably the good Doctor has the edge of cliffs, and plunge into ravines, are well preserved, but of the others, not a no move toward Christianity, but, by, their
and zigzag up the steep. hills, and cross
ample evidence which satisfies himself for
vestige remains.
I counted between thir- own confession have lost-all faith in Hin5 Twill not be
fruitless labor,
each other and curve about in the most rorejecting, as being ‘spuridus, the entire
Overcome this ill with good :
ty and forty parish: churches at present duism.
At the regular religious services
mantic
way
;
while
under
the
rocks,
and.
Try to und oud your Seleiier; ~| passage which relates the incident as reexisting’ i more than half of thet very old, ofthe native Christians others are often
above the cliffs; and in the ravines, and on
- And.yeu willibe
understood.
corded in John 8: 8—11.
But bef re
and
I can’t say whether there was any
present. The sales of books have in-0-O-0-o
the hills, are cottages; villas, mansions,
--¢
others do so they would like to. have fhore hotels, built of stone or brick (never of part of the island that I didn’t hear from. creased steadily.
ARE MINISTERS OAUSE, OR EFFECT? light upon the subject,and, so Yaras pres- wood) and embowered -in. the inevitable "Beside, there are chapels used as places
REMITTANCES.
ent ‘investigation has led them, they en- ivy.
Sometimes they can’t be seen very of worship by the various denominations
d
BY PROF. R.
R. DUNN, D, D.
By
the
time
this reaches our readers the
tertain a different opinion and feel more well, sometimes hot at all, on account of a of Nonconformists. The designation of
church is monopolized by the Church of next remittance; to India should be ready.
“Every thing, event and ‘being. in the dispesed to accept the wholeas one of the
wall which may be anywhere fr@m four
.England. All other denominations wor- We have been Boing well for a year past;
aa: must .be cause or effect. For facts of the gospels.
th
to twelve feet high;-bnt the’ wall itself is
every effect there must be a cause.
I am sure that one who possesses so re- liable ‘to be |such a mass of living green, or ship in chapels. The old church at ,Bon- no better than we ought, to be sure, but
Churches are caused; and although the verent a spirit for the sacred page, as has else so handsome "with its curious. .chalk church was the goal of one of our many well, and we will not distrust our, friends
walks.
(The subject is necessarily tautowho hold the Lord’s .money. Tt may be
works, pugvidence and.grace of God are been manifested in all thewritings of Prof. and flint Stones, that one almost forgives
logical.)* Bonchurch is noticeable for jts that some still have in their hands money
the original cause of true ¢unversions and Howe, will not demur at even our young- it for hiding something else. Where the many trees, and has the same peculiarities
churches, yet in these works as in others, er men hesitating in. setting aside as view is unobstructed, the eye is regaled otherwise as' Ventnor. The old church, collected for this cause, or money which
there are second or human causes.
either corrupt or spurious-any “potion of with tiny gardens and beds: of flowers in disused since thirty years, was built by they intend to give to it. Let such send
° Men, and especially Christlans and the Divine Word without having® well which geraniums of every hue, * lobelia, the Saxons in the 7th century,and restored ‘it forward at once, for if not need ed for
Christian ministers, are required to ac- nigh positive proof before so doing. Has myrtles, foliage plants of all kinds and by the Normans in the’ 11th. It isan ivy- this remittance, it will encourage the
complish something: —to * bring
forth sufticlent evidence been offered for. the fuchsiag developed till they almost merit covered stone structure, very small’ and Treasurer'to know that brethren and sisare thoughtful and interested in befruit,” Every church on earth has been rejection of the incident under considera- the nafiie of trees, hold prominent” places. rough. Insideiare afew rude benches, an ters
Sorrow which is never spoken,
Is the heaviest load to benr.

markable work established and prosecuted un-

to

the work begun by her honored and much

obelisk or.a light-house.
THe geologist is'very happy here;

wise the antiquarian.

Governor Long presided) , was the expressive
remark of the lady who superintends the . re~

“FAT’DANTOON.

far-seen object like a tower, a church, an

4

tablets.

In

the church-yard, I was bid to notice
grave of Rev. Wm. Adams who wrote

the
the

tem porary relief, the raain efforts being in the.
-direction of securing employment - of . some
kind for all the members of indigent families.
The particular work referred to above, which:
iis now being prosecuted most successfully in
the North End, was begun only about a year
ago, among
a degraded, ignorant, immorat
-class of people, sunk in the depths of poverty.
Their inability to earn their livelihood owing to

half of the good work in India. Qur
Home missioparies need remittances, too,
-and perhapsa fst as much as these abroad.

~

0D

the want of skill was found to be the first” and
very formidable obstacle in ‘the way of carrying out the system in accordance with which

the Associated Charities operate.

According-

ly, the good women who had undertaken the
task, proceeded to instruct the women in launérward

the children i] the elements of educd=

tion and of trades.

“An

industrial institution

was. established for the purpose, and the
work has developed marvelously.
The practieal working of the institutionjat present may
be briefly stated as follows
3—Mothers after
learningto do their own housework neatly, ei-

thergo out and work

for

lowed to bring the
into the institution

work of their patrons
and perform it there,

while their children,

otlers

or

are

if old enough, are

al-

being

taught in the institution and the little ones are
cared for in a nursery and kindergarten.
The
‘proper moral and religious * influences
are
brought to bear upon als ‘Bo complete and
efficient is the system of the Associated Char-

ities for helping those who are%n want, that it
is declared noperson in the whole city

would

‘“ Shadow of the Cross,” and that of John Let-us keep both wheels in motion, so be unprovided for’ if its advantages were
Christ he goes umisked, undesired and. good company.
Dr, Farrar says: “I
that our pregress shall be steadily on- ‘availed of. The individual efforts of thore
Stirling who had something to do with
unpaid. When men are converted, then feel no shadow of a doubt that the incident
the
Loddon
Zimes
and
of
whom
Carlyle
|
ward
and not in a circle, or by zig-zag who sympathize with the needy are chiefly rethey too become causal forces in work | really happened.”
Geikie, a far more
wrote something.
¢ I tell the tale as it stages. ‘What the world needs is steady |
upon others. So in our on
country, critical writer, who mentions not less than
was told to me.”
’
:
:
persistent gospet work at home
and to this ssource for relief.
men who call for neither Christ nor his 180 authors and 320 vols. as a partial list
Ventnor, Sept, 1980;
The season of lectures dnd concerts is al‘abroad. Remember the remittances.
gospel are called upon, converted, and of what he consulted while writing his
ready well begun.
Thé new Tremont Tem*
PH
brought into organic: relations.
All Life of Christ, hds no hesitancy in using
~
<
ple, whose chief auditorium is probably the
churches are thus at first the product of it as being equally truthful as any event -~Qur first drive out of Ventnor was along
Having had a very stormy “passage most magnificent hall in Boston, accommo:
others’ labors, and they look to such recorded in the gospels. Its geriuineness the Undercliff to its western extremity.
across the Atlantic,, Mrs. D. F. Smith. | dates the- Bible Union Lecturé course, and
CONDUCTEDBY REV. a C. WATERMAN,
laborers for council, direction and help. was recognized by the Latin Fathers, The high cliffs and downs above were on
sailed from Liverpool last Thursday, in here we have Already: heard Henry Ward
WOM AN'S WORK. IN INDIA.
In" this state the mimstry must “have Ambrose, Jerome and Augustine ; alsa .by the right; cliffs descendingto the sea, on |
the Steamship « City of Agra” direct for “Beecher in the singular attitude of delivering
a post-election political oration, in which he
“The care of all. thes churches” and’ Chrysostom ; andit has been so regarded the left. There were villas and mansions,
In reporting her ‘work. for’ the year, Calciitta.
wi
Tadvanced many praetical ideas, in his usual
be held responsible for-their stability and by many of the ablest of Biblical scholars, the National Hospital for Consumption Miss Crawford says: Two hundred
original manner, rregarding the. duty of the citMidnapore Life.
progress. Fhe. minister-mustbe the lead including Mill, Whitby, Lampe, - Bengel, “and Diseases of thé - Chest, extensive and five pupils have been instructed more
izen to his country.
A truly novel and very
Sone
of
the
trees.
The
mango
stands
withgrounds,
parks,
moble
trees;
sometimes
Or. less, but the average has not been
& If a house of worship or parsonage:|. Horne, Lange, Bromfield, Stuart, and a
interesting entertainment in this course “was: out
&
rival.
It
is
a
large
thick-looking
tree,
“is needed, hé must be a David or Solomon host of others. That but a few. mention. hedges, sometimes. high walls, glimpses | mach more than half that number. They with dark green leaves, a little like the leaves that given last night. A company of Arabs
whe were brought here -aftar _ in the work. If a Sabbath-school is want- it prior to the 4th century we admit; and here and thére -of handsome dwellings. girls who stay in the villages where they of a common apple tree. The fruit is some- from Palestine,
~ ed, he must * call the children.” If mis- from that fact many later writers have re- Five miles of these things and we reached teach often read the Bible to women who. ‘what egg shaped, and is in size from a hen’s great efforts, which were required to -overcome their prejudices and superstitions, ex
“sionary societies, religious books and garded it- as an interpolation; but let us ‘Blackgang Chine. Chine is a term applied -do- not learn to read. Some. of these egg to six times that size. The skin is smooth hibited their home customs, manners and
to chasms and ravines frequently found in
women are very fond of hearing Chfistian and usually green, and at least one-half of the dress, giving an instructive insight into life. in
periodicals,
the . ordinances, singing ‘not forget the ascetie notions ‘and teach- - the cliffs along the coast.
Many of them
whole fruit is the stone inside which is also
and .sometimes’ exclaim,
neetings or revival efits are required, ings of the early fathers, nor the force of are very pretty, their sides being clothed hymns sung,
the Holy Land. In Association Hall we have
smooth. ¢ The fruit is lascious,~—a juicy pulp.
heard New England’s ¢ silver-tongued oratot™
the remark of Augustine that *“ Some rethe ministerimust suggest and exhort.
‘«
What
good
words,
and
how
true
and
‘An Eng hmgn once said: ‘‘ The proper way
in" living green of grasses, trees,
and
6n the-Life of Sir Henry Vane and the inestiBut when thechurch becomes talented - garded its doctrines lax
mosses.
Smooth paths to which the rays kind they are!” Tt should be said that" to eat mangoes is with a towel pinned around
A passage that is generally received as of the sun never penetrate; rustic bridges, the pupils spoken of are those in the "the neck, the sleeves rolled up above the el- mable service done by him to the world in
sand strong, all this is changed.” The
originating constitutional
government.
Mr.
#- church’is now 'the causal force; devising spurious it is better for neither a young musical waterfalls, and lovely bits of scen- schools taught by the girls under Miss
"Phillips manifests no loss of either vigor or €l- "plans, executing measures, emplaging nor an old preacher to use. Yet of “the ery, make thém a-joy forever, and their as- Crawford’s care, and not those in her er.” The "banana or plantain is a tree that oquence when fired by the patriotic emotions
and pastors, and

one

the

under

consideration 1 think it has

Gent or descent is a calm

happiness .such

work of the minister is executive * work, well been saids ¢ There is no doubt as one can'enjoy in the dried-up bed of‘a
an agency of the church, Inthe first ‘about its truth as a matter of fact. It is so New
England mountain brook.
But
. case the minister is cause, and he must characteristic of Jesus; and exhibits so Blackgang Chine is conspicuous for supelead in all things and stimulate to every much wisdom in dealing with his crafty ‘rior awfulness. Its sides steep and shelving are more than five hundred feet. high.
effort, or it ix not done.
In the other, his adversaries as to preclude the Adpposifion
Not a tree or shrub (except a little gorse
" labors are the result of church -ealls and’ of forgery.”
action, | and he must do his part as agreed
The external evidence is all that could and heather) is seen. The soil. is. very

and leave the church to’ ihanage

it§ own

be desired: the time

and

laborers who

visit

them,

felt

impressed” to.

But sometimes these visits

Pharisees, andthe probabilityto seize such
an event for the purpose of ‘entrapping
Jesus Chrisj.
The internal evidence
seeis to,me almost irresistible : the manifestation of Divine mercy; the conviction
of personal guilt; the implied - pe nitence
of the accused,

were

preaching

followed?

they

churches are te duy precisely in that state,
The number of active and executive
members is so ‘small that they fear to

writings; clear

and

careful reading of the Bible might possibly
benefit not only those whose edugational
advantages have been: extremely limited
but also some who are known as ‘college

take a bold, decided course in calling a
so’ the

i churches and
ministers-are-so-seatiering.. graduates. It
is so easyto blunder and |
worse they need and must

have

aggres-

sive work, an increase, in order to

sup:

port a pastor or maintain a useful existence. Very few of our churches can sup-

port pastors or aceomplish the Fooa de* sired unless the pastors are successful and
secure the attention ard support of ethers.

In

many (cases, ‘more zeal

‘age in the membership

might

and courfind

men

among themselves “called of God but not
endourgged, or pastors elsewhere to take

a

and the acquaintauce so limited that they

know not whom-fo call. And what is still

Some horizontal strata of freestone
Behind it rises St.

Catherine’s Hill, the

highest

land

oa

the

of

which

we

speak hereafter. Someof the schools be~
gun by these Christian girls after a while
went over to heathen teachers who would
teach them the shasiras instead of the
Bible. These young teachers are expos-

ed to great temptations

and should

3

ican Christians.

Mrs. Burkholder

began

- her

risk of too sudden an arrival at the bottom.

ers are taking pains to gather the neglected girls. Several of them have even gone
so far as to teach their owm wives to

It is said that this was named Blackgang
because it- was formerly the haunt of a

ished and delighted,

desperate gung of pirates. The aspect of
the place is certainly in keeping with

their girls to school.

Some frogress

has

Mrs. Burkholder wus

‘poor, ignorant woman, whose

get thé boys to help me, and so I have
learned a “little.” Some of the native

band does not teach

me.

saw the skeleton of a whale eighty feet
long. It was taken off the western’ coast
in 1841.
Bm

Researches in literature have
the following facts : —

developed

The Isle of Wight 1s to form an trregu=

ORE

:

A

break

forth

in

sparkling

Mr.

James

T.

Fields is giving a course of lectures in thc
Hawthorne Rooms on eminent poets and. liten-ary men.
Rev, W. H. H. Murray has deliver--

eda course of lectures in Mulic. Hall,

in

the-——

last of which he promulgated his lajgst views:
with relation to the destiny of the human fama
ily. -Mr. Murray is about leaving for Europe,”

been broken by an. agitation anent’the approaching civic elections. There will be op-

is announced and comprises
various theological topics by

position
to Mayor Prince’s election, but there
is little probability of his defeat. He is held in

D., E..G. Robinson, D. D.,

LL.

D.;Themas

of his gentlemanly manner and scholarly attain-

cis L. Patton, D. D.,

with the Morey letter

.

named divines :—Mark Williams,D, D., Lis;

Guard, D. D., Thomas M. Clark, D. D., Fran-

connection

=

lectures
on
the following

high esteem by the publi¢at large on account

man, who felt bound to

vote

with

his party,

Christian women are already quite help-’ immediately contented himself with the assurfulin missionary work. Five schools for “nce that there would be no radical.change in

little
and
much will have to be done with he great
results visible in this generation. Mrs.

to

LETTER.

spread satisfaction at the result of the presidential election, and business is very prosperous, Even the Democrat, being a business

Sometimes I

been
ulso
her
five
-and

his breast and

words of wisdom and power.”

D. D.,*LL.

LL. D., Geo.

D.; Chancellor

R.

Crooks,

Howard

D. D., LL. D., J. B. Thomas, D.

Crosby,

D., Rev.

al Committee, will, however, undoubtedly do, Samuel W. Dike, John Cotton Smith, D. D.
him harm; but a charitable view of this matter 1t is said that an effort: will be made to secure
credits Mr. Prince with having béen unwitting- other lectures by Dr. Joseph Cook, who is at
iy made the tool of others. There is wide- present in England arrasging for the publica:

husband is

wreckéd here in 1836. All on board pexrished except three seamen.
It appeared that one might get a ey

A ship

?

scandal,as Secretary of the Democratic Nation-

a

wus

dye.

pith

BOSTON

ments. His

both’ aston

one day, when

a teacher, ¢ame to her and said, «I want
very muchto learn to read, but my has-

s ‘of the darkest

'

been’ nade and many of the mative teach-

read.

:

which such congenial topics as thisGause to fill

and time only can- tell what new ‘production
.| will be evolved from his restless. brain on his
BOSTON, MASS., Nov. 1¥, 1830,
rgturme, The programme for the Boston Monday Lectureship,beginningon the 6th proximo,
"The lull following the national elections has

“work

been too steep steps had been constructed ;

the

dug up te make room for the new
trees
springing up all around it. TH#en there are
pomegranate trees and a few others of not
much importance.—S. P. B.

often remembered in the prayers of Aver:

dmong the Santals, at Bhimpare, in No_vember,and has been occupied much of
“the time in persuading the people to send

a railing occasionally obviated

are the most valuable fruit trees of the country: A tree bears but ong cluster, and then is

be

island, being 830 ft. above high-water
mark.
At the foot of the-Chine is & narrow but beautiful béach.
We went down
to it. It was easy work’ compared to coming back again. Where the path‘'would have

and

grows like a beet or carrot. It sometimes is
twenty feet and more in hight, and the leaves
| two or three yards in length, and a foot or two
in breadth. They fruit the whole year and-bear

shall

girls, with eighty-one pupils, have
established. + Mrs. Burkholder has
found a marked improvement since
Of the article as a whole with which ‘an returning, we bad to pass through. a last period of work here, more than
Prof. Howe has favored the readers of the ‘Bazar situated at the entrance: of the years ago. It requires great tact
Star, 1 think none can speak but in the path. There we were required! to pay ‘8ixpatiénce to gather and hold these
highest terms. It is timely, practical, pence apiece, orto buy seme article costThere, too, we children. The work goes on slowly,
and helpful ; and the remarks. upon the ing at 'least that sum.

Western

And if they ‘wish to do

dark.

direct; and I doubt whether a person can
well.read it without being. impressed by vivid idea of the possibilities of the
its beauty and pathos. It has-‘made a place In the line of terrific grandeur ‘by
scene which the pen-of the poet and the presenting himself off the coast in a ship:
pencil of the painter will never Wealy.; of. L while an awful storm was raging. None
of our party wanted to try it. Ta going
portraying.”

bers of our churches died, and large numbers of oul ministers became useless.

pastor.

words,

[See the 18th ard the "46th

longs to all John's

_ one stage of life to the other, large numAs a matter of fact most of our

the gracious

verse of the same chapter]. The narrative has that peculiar charm which be-

must * call” the preacher. But the executive ability and the means for paying
well often lacking, the churches, feel:
_ ing that they were noj, cared for, weakened in discouragement ; while many
peachers, thinking they were not wauted,
‘retired. Aud thus in the transition from
~

and

‘“ Neither -do 1 condemn thee; go, and
sin no more:”. Are there not backward
glances at the event in the discourse which

‘ not desirable nor profitable to preachers
© or churches, and then it was assamed that

if the churches wanted

the sup-

that time ; the expressed malignity of the

A few years ago most of our “churches
were young and depended largely upon
the voluntary services. of ministers

in avhich

posed event occurred ; the manner oflife at. appear herd dnd there.

* aftairs. As in the family the . child must
be provided for or die, so in churches
* there is a period when ministers as ‘* Fathers” must provide plans apd preaching,
or death . ensues. The apostles recognized this child-state and fed and cared
for them accordingly.

school at Jellasore,

=

committees, agents

the existing regime at Washington, which
might threaten the commercial prosperity now’
prevailing.
As Thanksgiving day spptpachics, an ‘evident feeling of gratitude to the -Giver of all
good 'prevades the community in recognition

of both ‘the éncouraging prospedts

for the

fu-

ut

tion of his past lectures.

Continuing
the recent agitation in the: tem:
‘perance cause by thé Woman’s Christian Temperance Union, a convention was held on
Wednesday of this week in Tremont Temple:

' for the purpose of presenting the importance
of moral suasion as a means of effecting terpperance reform. The meeting was presided
over by Governor Long, and stirrmg . address.
es were made by the Governor, Rev. Dr." ‘Pur-

yea, Rev. Dr. Peabody, judge Py, Emery,
drich, Hon. E. 8. Tobey,

Rev.

Rev. Dr. F. M. Ellis and

Dr.

others.

Al-

Upham,

The

most

ture and of the. present enlarged prosperity.

remarkable speech—which, however, it would

A pleasing and singular incident is worthy of
note. During the regular monthly. meeting of

be unfair to take as any index to the general
tope of the meeling—was that of the Rev.

the American Board of Missions in this city on 'Jimes Freeman Clarke, in which he advoeatTuesday last, an unknown gentleman ‘sudden- ed the adoption of some new method of inculdifficulty in awakening an interest in’ be- ly entered their midst and first apolgizing for cating the principles of total abstinence from
intrusion gradually drew the members of intoxicating drink. He proposed that ‘ temhalf of the girls. * “The boys must have the
the Board into conversation upon: the subject of | perance saloons” he’
the
f the
-an-edacation; but the girls are regarded| “the Fecent elections and their gratifying result.
homes of the labarers—brighief, ‘warmer,

Marshall has found at Balasore

the same

to hiecome careless that an occasional
lar lozenge and extends twenty-two and as quite adother class’ of beings whose
hint from one's Alma Mater might not be one-fourth miles from east to west, aed future is to be spent in gooking and eatgivenin vain.
thirteen miles from north to south. Its ing rice.” The necessities of the .work
[ only ask or a cautions hand while Roman name was Vecta,or Vectis. Its in- [hive compelled the missionaries to make
eliminating entire. incidents. from
the dented circumference is sixty miles. It
especial efforts to establish and -maintain
present received version of God's Word; | has an area of eighty-tive thousand acres. a school for girls, and some success has
and the strongest proof before “condemn- It affords pasturage to forty "thousand attended their efforts.’
‘ing as spurious any portion of the sacred sheep and many cattle. The timber is
THE ORPHANAGE.
page, more especially ‘one whigh has so principally oak and elm. | It is almost en‘This
was
established
some years ago to
much to support its genuineness 3H con- compassed
by ' formidable rocks and
provide
for
the
litle
Waifs,
made orphans
shelves.
No
part
of
the
British“goast
is
tains in itself so much beauty and power
by year the
as the incident of the woman brought to more dangerous to vessels ungoverned and by the terrible famine. Year
driving in a “storm,
Mahy places on the { nu ber in the ins'itution has become less
Jess.
2

He observed that being & man engaged in bus-

iness, he felt constrained to express
extreme

his own

gratitude'by a donation to the Board,’

and thereupon he counted out froma roll of
bills, the sum of two thousand dollars.
He
was about retiringy after refusing to give his
nume or any clue t§ his identity, when he stop |

péd and suggestedfthut others might feel inclined to do likewise, adding that he would be

pl asanter than the drinking saloons—whose
superior

attractions should

ant music, reading rooni¥, smoking
coffee and lager beer.

the

fen

rooms,

He argued that smok-

ing and ‘drinking lager ‘werd ‘mot as bad

as

drinking whiskey and that ahstinéneq, from

one of fifty persons to give $50,000 mores
the latter would be a great
Such unusual acts of benevolence are the more |

worthy of ‘record, ‘when the donor so_studiously endeavors to obey the divine injunction
to give ¢ not to be seen of men,” as did this

‘allure

from their present places o
rt. * He wonld
have these temperance saloohs
cofitrolled by
temperance women and provided with pleas.

reform.

cause for encoiragement in the fact that i
views even though uttered by a minister of the

Jf

gospel, did nat meet with the approval of the
sudience =H, As M,

i

;
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their opinion. Jacob speaks of’ something
RSE
—¢
past.
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Ses

THE

Questions

LAST

see

Lesson

DAYS

Sie

OF

cin

“For:

Papers.)

JACOB.

“4

.
>

DAILY READINGS,

¢

Pi

Gen, 48:

just been published.

It is a transla-

Union was forined:iad September.
| memory of this generation

8-22,

In the

this land. was

inhabited by: cannibals. The first mis{'sionary
was sent theie in 1795. Now it
\
Notes and Hints.
has more Sunday-school scholars than 2il
Hearing that his father was
sick at]
v
Asia.
rn
“(Goshen “Joseph, taking Ephraim ahd
The
American
Sunday-school
Union
Manasseh with him, at once went tc see
him. Joseph's “children were about: 20 gives us the total result of fifty-six years

of labor:

years old.
«« Israel beheld Joseph's sons.” He could

.

"not

clearly see.the

young men,

did not know but that they were

of Joseph.
tian

+

rulers,

It was the

custom

and

servants*

of Egyp-

when on a journey, to be at-

tended by servants. These young men
‘were _princes ‘of the court and were in’
dafiger of uniting their fortunes with those
of their mother’s family rather than with
\ those of their father’s:

o

¢.1ewill bless them.” Invoke the les:
“ing of God upon them.

In

those days, a

sacredgregard for the blessing of an aged
father was felt. It was looked upon as a

among them in crowds.

68,431 schools organized, conteachers; and

do

+

“They

have

nei-

‘but they lost them;

that their fathers

had

er,
|

A REASONABLE CAUTION.

line. of action” is to establisk¥ in ‘other
hearts the same

miles along the coast.”

Sometimes

large

evidences | portions of the steamer yJJooking like a raft’
on what we rely. This, by the help of upon the waves, —was—blown: ushore ;
of, our Master we can certainly
do while hundredsof pieces of broken wood,
provided we keep our love. of truth so and furniture, anid portions-of the cargo,
pure. that

experimental

in- ‘addressing men it dictafes

“wilgs

= aims

hogany, from the pilot house;- here

- THE AGENOY OF FEAR.
-BY

REV.

J.

= They

know

MALVERN.

that

the

the

short pole, with a gilt acorn on the eng,
from the barber shop; here a washstand,

Some. men are ‘led to Christ through
fear.

were driven on shoreby the strong wind

still. prgvailing.. It was a very sad sight.
i Here:was a portion of the wheel, of\ ma.”

both our matter and manner.

sequence

with the china bowl

state-room.

unbroken,

from

a

Indeed, the pieces of costly

of a life of sin will be a death of woe. _earpets, curtains, and furnitare; the
The dread of life's ¢lose, and the awful fruit, books, leather, cotton, cigars, cloth,
disclosures of eternity driye them to pen- and many other:things ; and the pleces of

to the intensity of a man’s

present

woes.

the steamer’s decks, and. timbers, floating
in the sea, or cast upon the shore,
scene full of sorrow.

was

a

An important spiritual. lesson may be
learned. from this disaster, Itis well to
have the eyes of our understanding open,
ta see moral ‘meanings. inthe incidents .of

iTife. : .

Owr'Lord bas taught us - this.

He

drew lessons from the ‘sparrow and the
grass of the field ; from the leaven of bread,
andthe sower who

went

forth

to sow

seed ; frome the slaughter of the Galileans
and the lalk of the tower ot Siloam.
We
have not ondy- the Bible in our hands,
from which te learn of spiritual concerns:

and sipport- | taught ‘them that sometime white for- would almost seem as though any need
for it ought ot to exist, » but that i does, ¢ Fear hath torment,” said the beloved but, also, we have the volume. of natufe,
most of which eigners, would come and bring . back
Sa
he John. But when the love of Christ comes ‘and the book. of providential incidents
contributions: again tthe book of God. = They sing songs
frequently oi
that those who are into the soul, fear is cast out, and the therefore, blind indeed is that man who
tountry.
like the following, which théir fathers able'to eriticise minutely, and to expose person becomes a loving disciple of does not learn wisdom from such teach"
+ I had not tiought fo see thy face.”
Some one quite pertinently and truth- for generations back have sung to them:
ers.
Sl
.
en
the fallacies and false assumptions of Jesus.
_. Jacob bad regarded
the death of Joseph | fulty-says: ~s}f—youdesire no couvers| “% God is eternal; his life is long.
From the loss of the Rhode Island We Henee
the
necessity,
not
only
of”
arousthose who oppose religious truth, do in
bey settled fact. He had mourned for sions in your Bible-class, argue every
earn the danger of the sins of ignorance.
. God is immortal; his life is long.
speaking and writing content themselves ing the sinners fear, but of continually
as dead. Now he sees not only | question that comes up.” Some have the
Many persons treat lightly the sins of
One kalpa, he dies not;
with a few general charges that make lit- exhibiting to his mind the exceeding love
-Joseph but the children of Joseph. God | wrong notion that a class is « dibating
Two kalpas, he dies not.
ignorance. Indeed, some think they do
Christ
has
manifested
for
him.
Dread
of
| tle impression
on the'.reader or hearer,
He is perfect in meritorious attributes.
is always better to us than we fear he club, and that a heated discussion indinot sin an §11 unless they intend to sin.
temporal
adversity,
and
adversity
itself
other than that these aré the unfriendly
Kalpas on kalpas he dies not.”
. will be. Our distrust..ought to be laid cates , * interest.” The best interest is
But thé Scriptures teach that if we do
.;may
have
their
agency
in
bringing
men
“flings” of a prejudiced mind.” What
Or,
aside.
wrong
ignorantly it is a sip. That is, if
manifest when all are engaged simply in
we know little or nothing about, we bet- tb repentance, but mea must not stop
+ From between his knees. The knées trying to find out the trath, and, apply it. “ In ancient times God created the world;
we sin ignorantly when a proper use of :
‘there
as
toe
many
are
apt
to
do.
Almost
ter say little or nothing about in this age
All things were minutely ordered by him.
of Jacob where they:had.gune to--receive --N. 8. 8. Teacher.
our faculties and opportunities would
4 ©
when sharp-eyed and quick-eared intelli- every pastor finds men in financial or
He appointed the fruit of trial :
his ‘embrace.
social trouble, and at such times may remove our ignorance, then we are to
The International Lesson Committee
He gave minute orders.
gence is omnipresent.
:
«+ He bowed himself with his Face to the at its recent meeting in. Chicago decided | Satan
deceived twy persons;
speak
a comforting
word or a word of blame, and have guilt; but if we have
And when we open our, mouths
to
<carth.”™ The Septuagint reads this pas- to give the entire year 1882 to the study He caused them to eat the fruit’ of thé tree of
loving
entreaty
which
shall Jesd such invincible ignorance, which no power of
speak * that we do knew” it should be to
wo 5age, ** they bowed themselves,” makeour. own could remove, we may be held
-trial..
.
| of the Gospel of Mark. It also recom“@xpress our knowledge and not our pas- ‘men to change their ‘course and place
[]
ing it an act of the grandchildren. By a
When they ate the fruit of trial
their affecti ns less om this workd and morally innecemt: yet, even then, we
mended that that Gospel be memorized |
sions.
:
They became subjeet to sickmess, old age,
fh.
alteration of the Hebrew this read| may suffer very sad results because of
by
Sunday-school
scholars.
This
is
thed:.?
In the paper to which we have referred more on the better one.
>
and death.
* ing would be possible. Asit is, the clause
our ignorance. Now, a large portion of
there is an earnest appeal to religious " It often happens however that those. the sitis of men are the sins of iignorance.
Or
pashaps Words like these :
represents, Joseph as prostrating himself first time that the Old Testanfent has had,
«'Godis not far off.. He is among us. teachers to make themselves thoroughly who submit to the preacher’s adviee when | They are, not careful to inform them-.
Whefore his father as an expression of filial no place in the plan of study for the bf:
{in trouble forget it all when the sun of
After 1882 the plan of six months in
h
He has only separated himself from us by acquainted with'the various branches of
* respect. The respect of Joseph for his
prosperity vesumes its shinimg.
Men selves, and hence rush into danger. The
science’.
‘This
can
but
be
of
the
utmost
Testament
will
be
resumed.
a single thickness of white eloth. Chilfather is one of the most ‘beautiful traits
fog blinded the eaptain of the Rhode
Disorder that begins with the ‘tdiicher dren, it is because men are mot upright importance, for besides the direct appli- ‘wilf™ ery wato the Lord in their “trouble” Island.
xy
=< of his character.
;
:
.
lle could ‘not see his course.
| cation of such knowledge by Christian who turn their back upon him when the
+ The angel which redeemed me.” Jacob | is hard to endure—often harder - to cure. that they do not see God.”
The keeper of atch Island --light-house,
They | have traditions of the creation,—teachers, there is a rapidly increasing calamity passes: away, or when relief has a few miles from the place of disaster,
~~stribetes his “deliverance from dangers If, when the: superintendent's bell calls
gg
dem:nd for an indireet application of it ‘come.
me that he’heard the steamer’s whis: in his past life to the special care of God. for silence at the opening of the school, a | the fall, and the §ispersion 80 very much
The
writer
was
crossing
the
Atlantie
in
all
the
work
of
the
pastor
and
pireach# blowing a signal to him; that the
He speaks
of the angel who comes from teacher continues to speak to a scholar, like the Bible that no one ean doubt ‘that
Jin the beautiful month of August, 1865.
:
or to a fellow-teachér, the class under- sometime, somewhere, the two currents er.
pink fog-bell was striking from the
. Jehovah as if he were Jehovah ‘himself.
‘The war bad closed.” Many weve hasten- light-house tower, and he burned red
Tx
is
not
the
province
of
a
minister
of
Let my name be named on them.” stand that the calt’is not to be heeded, ‘of story must have ¢dme from the same
If, when the
fountain. For generations, ‘the Karens ‘the gospel to give lectures on science or ing to see friends in their. native home. lights, as an. answering - signal to the
+¢ Let them be called Israelites, not Egyp- and they act accordingly,
time
to
rise
and
sing.
is
atnounced,
the
|
Nave been a nation in the midst ,of idols, philosophy or even on the relation of Among the passengers on our ship were steamer: yet, tite wind blowing from the
tians; let them be identified with the
two hundred and forty persons who had
sea, and the noise of the surf, prevented
‘| teacher keeps her seat, with no explination yet hating idolatry, surrounded and con-' these to religion. He is to teach and ap~
future of my family,” he means.
started out of New York only a few days the captain frons hearing the light-house
ply
the
gospel
of
Christ
whieh
is
the
powan
in
believing
yet
of her conduct, her scholars take it that quered by Buddhists,
« Grow indo a multitude.”
This praybefore on the ill-fated ship City of Glas- bell, and the fog kept him from seeing
er of God unte salvation.
er was answered; for on leaving Egypt rising or not is a matter of choice. If, eternal God.
gow. When they were only two days at either the light of the lantern, or the
But
if
in
following
this
divine
mission
-Ko Thah-bhyu was the first COVETL. He
when the bell to close the.lesson is struck’
their tribes numbered 85,200.,
he would command the rvéSpect of this sea the vessel was discovered to be on brilliant flash of the red-light . burned.
So, in his ignovance of danger the cap«+ Laid has right hand,” &ec. In such an | the teacher continues to teach, the super- | had been a-desperado, having left his puwcritical’ age, he must - show himself a fire. A passenger describing the scene
act the right hand was regarded as indi- | intendent can not hope for silence from rents at the age of fifteen "to become a man, iotellectwally as well as morally. to me of the terrible constern:tiop of all tain ran his ship upon the rocks. Thus
it is with many. sinners. They are upon
How many. he
cating the highest favor. “To be stationed | I:the school. Let teachers lead their classes | ¥gbber and a murderer.
He must respect in the most manly way on boardiended by giving the following the rocks of destruction before they know
had
killed
or
helped
others
kill,
he
could
obedience
to
rules.
—
Westminster
in
|
be
to
was
king
a
.at the right hand of
Hénce, we need daily
to" pray,
personal experience. He said: * I never it.
,
not tell when—after the Burman war the grand intellectipdh activity of his
* Spare us, good Lord, from all blindness
- more ‘favored than to be stationed at his | Teacher..
shed
a
tear
in
all
my
life
up
to
that
time.
times.
|
°
”
Joseph thought that Jacob, in |
rr Tofy) hand.
The first Sunday- -school in this country with Eng #d—he went to Rangon, but{- Accordingly he should take hold of sci- I bave been a very wicked man, could of heart,” and * forgive us all our sins,
negligences, and ignorances ;" or, in the
“ie bestowal of his favors, . Should “give | ag established in 1786 by Bishop Ash- | iv is said, clrtainly not less than thirty. ence in no mineing way, but with. his not say but that I "have ‘murdered more better language of David, in bis ery to
After a time, Dr. Judsen took this halfFive years later ithe
the eldest son the preference, and SUp- | pury of Virginia.
gloves off and a mind for’ hard work. than once, I have ran the blockade six- Ged for help, « Consider and hear me,
. posed his father had erred by reason of i first Sunday-school society was organized savage into. the mission family, where he When he has made actual achievement, teen times, and wade a pile: of money. O Lord my. God; lighten mind eyes. lest
his blindness.
Lgleep the sleep of death.”
| in Philadelphia under Bishop White.
In slowly waked up to a sense of the horrid
the benéficigl influences will be abun- since the war commenced ; but- when |
s The first-born.”
No,.principle of | 1797 Samuel Slater formed a Sunday- guilt of his ‘murderous life, over which
en
a
i
dantly. felt by others, without a word about saw the flames from the City of Glasgow
school for his operatives at Pawtucket, - he ‘mourned in deep penitence, y and
Tight formed the basis of the custom that
. XKNOWAEDGE AND EXPERIENGE.
then L.thought of ‘nothing but the “awful
then prevailed and that. now prevails in |p 1 4 poor colored woman named Katy henceforth becanie a changed, man. He science ever being spoken, in ¢lass-room
dangers
to
which,
I
and
my.
wife
and
or
pulpit.
Simply
let-it
be
understood,
BY REN. SYCM. MORRELL.
England, of making the first-borft super- | Furguson, who had never heard of Raikes was’ baptized and soon went mmnong the
iy
sn
as it inevitably will be, wher it=is the children were exposed, ‘Then - tears
children.
ior to the Fost of
or a Sunday-school, established such a Karen villages, through jungles, over
flowed down my cheeks. But a ship
fact to ‘the intelli
welcome
“fact,
that
the
religious
teacher
is
at
home
a
Presons
greater.”
be
shall
her
mountains,
across
streams
wading’
often
youn
«¢ His Unge:
x
| school there in 1793,
Between 1801 and’
hove
in
sight
and
we
were
saved.
‘Then
is satisfaetion,
result
the
in
all
the
fields
of
thought
that
at.
present
and
man
"gence of
e of the leading hes 1804 Mrs. Isabella Graham and Mrs. in water up to the armpits, Jlostell the;
Ephrain ih
:
88
1
turned
yound
anid
saw
the
old
bull
me fact
bear
more
direetly
on-religious
truth,
and
unwelco
ail
Bat
joy.
gladoess,
of Israel, Manassehe has less frequ
Joanna Bethune set up three Sunday- wonderful@ews of his conversion. Some he may confine his direct public labors to burning I cursed the flames. Most of my
I we
SOITOW.
sadness,
disgust,
creates
but
mentipn in the oid Testament,
“I'schools'in New York city at their own believed and then -from lip to lip and’ the ‘“one thing needful.” .A young man’ money has gone but I'did not care if we
experry
satisfacto
would enjoy rich and
°
than some of the other tribes. ~~ |
expense. They had no connection with town to town, -went the tidings; ss The
‘only got ell alive.” He said his feelings. iences we should bring our minds inte
white foreigners have come aud brought or woman studying science in the school
organiz«+ Ini thee shall Israel bless.” “That is, a the churches till 1809,the first
or an intelligent eitizen reading the Jet left him when he was savéd, and he. connection with - truth designed to prothe book of God.”
common form of benediction and of good ed being at Pittsburg,Pa
cursed the old hull. . Too many 1 fear duce them. And if we desire to enter
make
God
Three times Ko Thah-bhyu went out odicals of the day is thrown into a ‘state
wishing in-Israel was to be, *
! It may seem _strange to our English
are like that man, caring but little how into the wants and woes of hunianity we
of
inquiry
and
incipient
doubt,
on.
religthee as Ephraim and Manhsseh.”
brethren that the days of Special prayer alone spending, weeks among them in ious questions. He hears his pastor pve- they serve self until the consequence
mast inform ourselves in regard to hu4 Behold, I due. but God shall be with for Sunday-schools have so little promi- ‘their wilderness homes,and leading many sent in the. pulpit, with a warm heart evils press upon them.
Ie
who
serves
man necessities, injustices and sorrows.
they
as
you." The wish of all parents
nence in the United States; but the true to Chirst. At length Mr. Boardman ac- that demonstrates his sincerity, the sim- Chriss from fear may be led to desert him
If we would possess fullness and variety
die is that God will be .with their chil- reason for this ig in this fact, that the Sun- companied him and baptized several 'of
by
and
by.
‘
ple
truths
of
salvation,
Just
let
the
We infer the lack of inof knowledge.
“dren. If, at that time, they leave behind. ‘day-school in America is not An institu- ‘the converts, and afterwards Mr. Mason
Dangers
may
abuse,
but
it
takes
questioning
one
know
that
such
pastor
evem good people, «in
amongst
terest
~them a record of faith and righteousness tion in itself, but merely one ‘department. did the same work. Mr. Wade reduced
Christ to save. Doubtless adversity has enterprises of Christian, benevolence, in
has
passed
over
the
same
ground
that
he
the
language
to
writing,
and
a
printinginstrucreligious
‘and the. memory of wise
of church ‘work. In England, Sunday‘himself isi now traversing, let him feel a noble mission among men as the phst
s, Home and Foreign, educatio for
. tion, sach prayers will be more Surely
schools are’ still a separate agency, as- U press came in 1830. The, Karens were that this same man who believes in the abundantly testifies. Muny a ‘man is mission
still in ignorance . of letters
millions
the
:
answered.
sociated in.unions, and looked at at the delighted that they “aid ‘now have books gospel with such & whole heart is intelli- serving Christ to-day whose first step
Christian civilization to, be
true
a
of
and
furtive
~The
in
their
own
language,
and
their
young
again.”
“And bring you
best, as connected with, or attached or

z

to

belonging to, or cared for by,

particular

people were eager to learn to read. Ko
Thah-bhyu seattored tracts and portions

owing to a lack of knowledge.

not acquaint

shemselvds

They

do

with the work

the church is ealled upon to do for a perishing world ;-hence they ere compara°
tively little about it, ..

We see the duty restiig upon Christian

parents to furnish themselves ‘with good
books: tnd reign periodicals: for their
own sake, and for the purpose of giving

to their children expansion of thong

t aud:

Saturday morning,7, )Nov. Gth, in a dense the broadest, deepest, and richest, expeThe change in the habits. and’ - It is especially unfortunate for minis
the churches in the United States ‘hate a mafice.
ters
or
religious
writers
to’
atfack
with
fog, the steamer Ithode Island ran ashore ‘riences.
‘the land of ‘promise.
day of gpeeial prayer for one department character of the Karens as they became hot generalities the very namés that stuervation confirms, What “the
The
town
of
Bay, striking on -Bonust Ny. “obs
| in Narragansett
riion above thy wrepiren | of their. work—of
indicate, that, where tbe
facts.
home
their ordinary Christians was wonderful.
above
Tail means of knowledge are in the house
s were gath-, dents are frequently referring to as aq- | Point a few miles from Beaver
. "Jacob “adopted the tytwo sons of Joseph | setvices—they want to pray for all the, Mater where 200 Christian
At this place a ragged| old; and where especially the :-Morn: thorities of the highest respectability in Light-house,
and treated them in his will as his own. otheit’ ‘departments at the same time, | ered into a village is thus described
onary
theft
proper
spheres.
)
aayeit
every
ind
mass of reeks, called Jacob's, Ladder, hah Star ‘with our excellent Missi
s
are
s
“Thus Joseph's family, received a double They would as soon think of having a day | £4. They hold meetingor
‘paper
©
hool
th-sc
Sabba
‘aud
No Christian wishes to produce more runs tov
pray. They send
is ready to speak
Bo feet to the pea; and here Holper
the youog ure qajte
and
aged
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spent in missionary operations.
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lighter in color than the. Burmans, “and boast; are_suflicient "to assure the most
unlike ther in feature and adress, only incredulous of the blessedness of our encoming by ‘day into their towns on busi- terprise. The only punishment I would
ness. With .the Burmans they, talked inflict on the enemies of missions Would"
Burmese, but among themselves they be a pilgrimage 10 these villages.”
As the Santal converts multiplied, fierce |
spokea sirange. language that neither
assailed. them. of
‘the Burmans nor the missionaries could persecutions at times
understand. They lived in the jungles, They were beaten with rods, imprisoned
in little villages or clusters of long bam- in stocks, and crucified after being comboo houses. built high from the ground pelled to dig their own. graves, but.they
for fear of wild beasts. and with allxman- nobly stood the test, and their number is
?
ner of filth and vermin beneath them. Mow reckoned at 90,000.
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Spirits, whom they call “a* Nats,” flock
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Joseph. Behold, I die; but God: shall be
with you,” —Gen. 48:21.
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Jacob’s burial.
Gen. 50: iy,
The cave of Machpclah:
Gen, 23; 1-20.
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The story
prevailed among this people.
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God remains.

The faming.
Gen. 47: 156.
Jacob near to death.
Gen. 47:27—31.

Jacob’s blessing.
Jacob’s blessing.
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pected ways.
II. God's-care will be over us o our
ia if
days if we seek his. face.
IIT. Our ear hly:lots vary, but we are
equal heirs to God's grace.
IV. When parents die and leave us,
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Relative to the Recreation and Mental

i ‘Improvemént of the Young.
BY ME. C. H. LATHAM
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and it'these
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E ~

Read before Mass. Q." M. at thé Mt.

Vernon

Church, Lowell, October 20, 1880.
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pur-

were: connected

with

the church edifice,
atl
occasions, should, of
proper management,
| safeguards. = For them

the better. Such
course, be “under
with all proper
the best-talent of

be

;

Ey

assigned :both ‘for

the recreation’
and the mental impfovement contemplated. . None but> the best
can muke it successful ; and such a posi

lives.

il

bid

i

AN ONLY
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FOR

DAUGHTER

Let us thoroughly modernize it," or"

rather let us preserve it in

its everlasting

THEORY OF MUSIC |

‘When death was hourly expected, all remedies having

‘modernity (ifwe mdy use the word), and
no more put it in an old ‘“curiosity-shop
than we should put there the

sun

and

was

ex-

perimenting with the many herbs of Calcutta,

e accidentally made @ preparation
which
cured his only
child of Consumption.
His
child is now in this country, and enjoying the
best of health.” He has proved to the world
that. Consumption can be positively and per-

the

moon and the stars. Let us bring down
the Bible from the @sthetic cloud-land,
and make it our companion in the daily
walks of life.—Dr. Crosby, in North Ameri
can Review.
;
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failed, and Dr, He Jumes

- manently cured.

The

doctor now gives

1s the ONLY work that teaches,”

THOROUGH BASS, HARMONY and COMPOSITION
In a mamner so simple andiprogressive that it-|’

this

“may be called a SELFINSTRUCTOR.

Recipe free, only asking two green stamps to
pay expenses.
This Herb also cures nightsweats, nauseaat the stomach, and will break

0-0

cable. ¢ Palmer’s Theory of Music’ makes
it clear as the sunlight. Price, bound in cloth

‘which

tian .practité- in the early days of the
. church, in conscquence of the corruptions of society,the spirit'of asceticism has

wl

_ been instilled so deeply that its influence

is world-wide, aud is more or less felt by
every one. Allof us,at times, in youth
or age, have been made to feel that there
is a most powertul influence, often, perhaps, unwittingly taught from. our holy. places, that the highest religious

.gtowth and attainments

are to be

pos-

sessed only by the pertormance of strict-

ly religious duties, and that the more one

= - can-be separated from worldly aff irs the

greater must be the growth of grace.
It was this sentiment. born of oriental-

4
i

% ism, which so extensively prevailed in
Es ily days of the Christian church
that filled its monasteries and hermitages
with consecrated men, mafryof them eminent for their learning andy piety, who

denied themselves of all the comforts and

this time, After riding a iijle or ®vo, Py
high-| we camé into a road that was unfamiliar |;

few who are able to accomplish.the
ost success in this direction, either am ng to-me. . There we stopped, and father
-ministers or people; partly irom lack of hitched his horse —tHat was always safe
adaptedness; but principally, perhaps, to be hitched! He then gathéred up his
because attention has not been turned in rod and line, and we started across the
this direction as it should. But toe field = My litile’soul was not big enough
much importance can not be placed on Jo hold the pleasure that I had. in going
with father to fish, and [ ran and capered
any plans that promise ‘a salutary influ
ence over the minds of the young; and
many of us know how difficult it is te

be

encouraged

physical; should

and

sustainéd. by

litle boy with him, eight years old.
They were placed in separate cells lest
the father's heart be soitenedsand indi-posed 10 total renunciation of “lf “earthy”
joys, by the sightof his child. “That he
might still farther prove his Christian
obediende and selt-deninl, the child ws
systematically neglected,dresped dmngs
and So dirty as te-‘be “disgusting to-4#e
father; he was frequently beaten; to try
"whether it:-would forge tears down the
_ parent’s squalid cheeks.
Neverthiless
for the love of Christ
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and

from

‘the

virtue of obedience, the heart of the
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ther remained hard avd unmove d, think=
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ment of God he seized the child and * the
work of faith and obedience’ would have
been accomplished if the brethren had
not interposed.”
And Cassan relates
this as an act of the highest relirious
heroism.”
We rejoice that a brighter
+ ¢ivilization has dawned upon us, and that

:

we

t
i

better

understand

what

constitutes

Christian life. Still in the midst of this
brightness there afe yet many who praetically entertain views which are the qutgrowth of the errors to. which we
have
referred, and which the world will nut

:
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be saved from for generations

2

to come.

That austerity of manners. and life are
necessary accompaniments of consecration to Christ was an error fallen into by

©
e

our forefathers ; their -children felt their
terrible weight, and still in inouwerable
instavces the conviction has been fixed
that to be religious is to forego the pleasutes of life, instead of by its blessed in-

d

fluences being prepared for its more

.

8

full

perhaps in sone respects,
tion, What would be- adapted to “one
case and community would not be suited
to another.
Som thing effective is re-

quired, and at the same, time

Scylla

the one side and Chary bidis on

the

know the way

be touched chords that shall vibrate

until

love of Christ multitudes of the lost

chil-

they shall bring into harm ny

with

the

-dren
of our race.
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“THE COMING REVISION OF THE
Were the English Bible chiefly a work
of art, or a monument of the English olden time, the wmstheiic feeling should
rightly dominate and « jealous conservathey might be wrough'.
We'io not deny the Lei
skill of King James’ tran-workeds

artistic

in

the

We may add that in this astistic: charac:
ter-of their work they, themselves. borrowed the phrascs and words of Tyndale,
which had already become. antiquated,
and so owe the majesty of hoariness to

the uther virtues of their style. . In look
ing at their work, therefore, we ‘are beholding a phase of the English lauguaige
really older than their own time.

But we must bear in niind that

beauty

and antiquity of style are not the para
mount considera ions in the question of
Bible translation.
The truth —the truth

is what
sink

this.

we ‘desire.

nto

All

insiguificance

We srek a

other

ohjects

compared

,perfect, tra slation

ihe Hebrew und

Greek.

The

idea

with

of

idea is secondary.

A pe fect translation

is indeed impossible.
A grind sentence
must lose something in passing into another

language.

thought,

it must

If it

keep

its

lose its grander,

main
and,

it

e

wherein God ‘especially blesses that part:
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devoted specifically to what. muy
be
called religious duties and is indifferent

»

worldly

§

duties,

may

be performe.

Life 18 one; and we
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cun

as

well

have

the blessing of God in the performance of
the ordinary affuirs of life, if done.in the
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right

&

spirit,

as

called reljgion-:

those

more

esp: cially

Whatever is right

and

proper to be done by anybody is proper
~und right to be done by a Christian.
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world to
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glorify our

Maker

ing ourselves.and the
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world,

higher level of happiness.
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by

deyelop-

by

doing:

A

most

im-

portant, and, indeed, indispensable means

Ne

to this end

In

Christ, who-invites all mankind

:

Chrisiiait

in .

iy the

church

establishment, of

by

our'

Lord

into his fold—the young and

Or

the

"Jesus

to

the

come

old.

«All who will may come and take of the

rs
bo

waler of life freely.” His people should
make the church worthy, and a pleasant.
abi ing place for alk. Many, especially

in our community, have no homes’;

lo

rk

“have

r=

sought

our city

for

they

employment,

and out ot work-hours are exposed to the

temptations of questionable; plices upon

-

the street. Why should not the elurch
do something for such; “both ‘in preserv-

ing them from the dangers of sin, and

Wl

od
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ud

“leading them
The church
especially to
flock. It is

ex

future

come.

These

church

aré

are

to give

tole and character't
it in future years.

he
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in the paths of knowledge.
should indeed be a fold,
the young, the lambs of the
from the young that the

uccesstons to ‘the

mainly to

he
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ill

‘The agsociations of the church

.

and

its

service should be made pleasant and attractive,
nop by pomp and display, but
by sympathy and kindly interest. This

can not be accomplished

by putting a

ban ipon recreation and innocent, youth-

out

as we

advance—the

sense

childish things while ‘they are “children.
Let childish sports and games be encouraged. Let them not feel that they “are

”

gag'd’ Let them be frequently brotight
together for'recreation and mental calt-

regnded us less Christian while so en-

ure, either in the vestry
of the church
‘

.

i

t

or

as I

tear returned,and I said,** Pa,do you know
way

‘home ??

* Yes,”

he

said,

and

lon

when

any longer, and with tdars on my
his arms about

me,”

god

Henry,
Iam ashamed
know the way heme.
would take you where
wy?"
And he patted
andparted the hai: on

un

gh

face

way

and

put

not.
The old
in the ancient

form of the Hebrew language to the carly Christiah ehurch
but remember how
soon the Septuagint version

became

the

in Hellenis-

ordinary

of the new church, a version

version

that

would

‘ancient

forms

;
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nts can safely. take them, - Always
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friendly overtures, we have discovered
bristling quills. Chlironicilly combative,
many people~so habitually asstime the
offensive, tht their fellow Christians soon

sure cure for

every

view

and

scarcely

any

except in the Hebrew words budily introduced.
.
Ly
No, the garly church generally had the

‘|

known

only-to

scholars,

of course,

it

made no difference to the-people of what

this subject and you will. find
that
the best ages of the church had the
Bible

in

the

and not antique.

then

vernacular,

It is, therefore,

modern

an

ror, but an ‘error deeply rooted, that

er-

the

in the right way to-the

interests

of the

church'in which he ministers, he will,

in

where we had reason to think

the

minis-

Bible should have antique flavor! ©a ters did much to sustain the places. A
the contrary, it is a Book for all times. It salary of eight hundred dollarsa year in
belongs to, the nineteenth century as one place may represent as much interest
thoroughly as to the first century. Hence, in the kingdom as ten times that sum in
the more modern you can make its another region, = No pastoral labor is lost
labguage the ‘more perfectly you ean which is diligently and lovingly pérformtranslate .it. Let no one suppose we ed. Thedigrvest is truly plenteous, but
mean common
oquial—when the laborers are few. Sermon-makers,
we say modern.
Our medern English students, conscientious and cultured men,
has as much dignity as ancient English, are not few.in the ranks of any of our
and we need not go to antiquity to bor- evangelical denominations. But we fear
row the vestments of grandeur and sub- that laborers—industrious, indefatigable
limity for our thoughts.
We believe that patient seekers after souls, are not so
if the book for the people, the, Bible of many as they should be in the'presence of
God, was given to the people in the peo- this immense barvest, continually increasple’s own langu ge, jots and tjttles in- sing with multitudes from foreign” lands,
cluded, it would more readily touch the scattéred abroad as sheep havingno shepheart and renew the life than it can when herd. “Let us pray, therefore; the Lord of
its-movements-are..fettered
by the suff | ithe harvest, thathe will send forth laboruncouthness of a Tudor style.
Among

the heathen it is

*

always

Jara
a

sionary’s instrument of power, The translations are made into the languages of. today.

. Again

we assert that

the

Bible,

in

like its Author,

the

same

yesterday,

to-

day, and forever;
not same asa human
work, which is never the same, but always

grows old and decays
as wdivipe

examplé«as

with age, but sdnre

work;as the yearly spring,

frekh

and

full.and

for

perfect

now as when it first rejoiced man’s ‘heart.
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that dispelled: my: fears.” So

other

a perfect vocal methodon a new Plan, and
| a large collection of beautiful songs.
Price, $3, b y mafl, post-paid.
|

with1 natthrew
a ross |

hame ; aud the thought

AND EXTRACTING JUICE

F. W. Root’s

JOHN C HURCH« CO.

back and could see ike" carriage-top* and

on

MASS,

2

his line
He was
never,
had got

being lost frightefied me.

enjoyment.
We can not separate the or- it‘keep its grandeur, it must work some
dinary duties of fife, its business and its. change in the thought. . We must, therepleasures from the duties to our: Maker. fore, give pp the idea of reaching a perWe are not required to live dual Hives,

.

:

and

highest sense. They were men of broad
ing little of his child's tears, only of his and cultivated minds. and they gave the
own humility and perfection. -He was at English people a model of Lit rary beaulength urged to show the last. mark. of Ay and sublimify in their translation. (or
his submission by throwing the child inte" revision), wliich compares most favordthe river.”
As if- this was a commandbly with the versions ot all other tongues,

f
i

.

strange lear came over me,
difficult qu s- ‘and out of the way place, and

chureh is an exceedingly important,

pleasures of life, dwelling in cells or in are to'®e avoided.- But the straits must
be sailed--so careful pilotage is rethe deserts, that they m'ght the more ae
wo
geptably, as they saw it, serve their Ma- quired.
So, to accomplish success in the field.
oo Keéry"deeming the Lord's ple:sure in them’
to be: proportionate to the umountof seit we are considering, .requirts mental cainflicted discomfort and tortures they pacity, deep earnestness, and fu | faith in |
might endure here.
N
se the importance ot the truth that here is a
Milman, in his History of Cliri<tianity,’ field of Christian ust fulness where may
relates a cruel history of an abbot—Mucius in Cassan.
_** Mucius entreated ad. mission into a monastery.
He had -oune

like u little dog.

can have

“SCHOOL OF SINGING,”

[l

the fir«t meadow, and we were/
climbing
over the fince into tue second one,a |

the

LLYNN,

For the price of two or three les. sons, you

on behind him, and behaved my self quite

Father went on throwing
muintain a hold upon the aitention of th
young people of the church,
. out much attention to me, .
Success in this direction is a duty. As .ural born fisherman, and he
When he
to what particular sort of um sement and his line in: vain.

recreation, mental znd

F

$1.00 by mail.

SINGERS,

i

As a legacy from. orientalism,

was more readily incorporated into Chris:

There are but

The old

befogged systems are too complicated to be practi-

The subject presented for our considerfresh cold up in twenty-four hours, AdYOU OAN NOT TRACE, | s adress
CRADDOCK & CQ:,1032 Race 8t., Philation is of great importance both in its tion would be equal in importance, ex- ‘TRUST THOUGH
adephia,
phming this paper. .
13t43
relations to mankind and to the: success cept the pastorate, to any in the church, | I recollect going vnce with my father a,
of the Christian church in the genera-. and its occupancy should not be consid- a trout fishing. I went with hifa many
ered beneath the notice of the: most tal- times, but I have a special recollection of
tions to come._
s
RY. LYDIA E. PINKH

ented in the membership.

MUSIC STUDENTS.

PALMER'S

EE 4 US

Pe

h J

and

young could be set;apart

A

es: Let us not, then,. make an .antiq ue of the

Re

recreation

»

.

It were, better: if rooms

i be

elsuwhere.

lake,

Waterbury ¢ ent 'r, Ye.whom, also, application for
hoard andy om mov he made, For further
pare
ticulars address the Principal,
op
.
y
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cere and earnest benefactors.
isnot
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should be addressed to the Editor,

and

all letters

on business, remittances of money, &c., should

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H,
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OUR THANKSGIVING.

"~~

God 1s not to be thanked by proclamation, Neither is he to be suitably praised

for his. wonderful

goodness

to the chil-

an es

SR

A

dren of men. by any collusion of President
and Governors. in setting apart -a- day
therefét. No ore will the hunger of
his poor be appeased by the bountiful din-

cheerless

hearths,

cold

a
SINGS
AS

have been

clothed

and

“ones are with us.

fed..

#s.
Our

Not by a good
than

deal!
the

loved

has

we

can
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impelled Bishop Mullin, of Erie, Pa.,

to

with

Wo SEE)

=
’
TT

accompany

M. only that they are at work.

each
is
is

¥

{

LLL

The" Min-

:

nesota Y. M. includes three Q. Ms.,
one of
d
for 1879 a membership of 643,
We have
kept Bro. Palmer in the field the, year

ly paper,’

past, as our missionary.

‘Two other

nine months of the time,

The H. M, Soc.

men,’
Benaninatonal Heko
|
Bros.
Tarbos,
s,
and
Raskell,
hove
neon
‘under appomtment and received aid
that__

comparatively easy to dlispose-of these persons, after the traditional methods,but it is

whom they are: connected.

:
or

—

of these. illustrations.
The Weekli, which
published by the American Tract Society,

WwW

can easily imagine the motive. which

papers

2

i
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teresting. descriptive
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publicly denounce
the extravagance of
floral decorations-at
the -Obsequias -ofiithe |

‘——THE poor are always at the mercy of are in themselves an appeal,
the impracticable.

The New York Zimés |

is trying to raise a fund to pension our exPresidents,who of all classes have the best
opportunities for putting themselves above
the need.of pensions, and, people are re-

Believing as

over $1400 in that time
or make

who help to make aid to unmake 'Presidents, and to give them the grand hopors
and | emoluments which

they enjoy,

Ten days only from the date
writing remain in which to make
remittance to India. We must

letour brethren aud sisters
that dark mine over the sea.

into the field, and one of our brethren has
received license to preach; We have
‘organized 4 churches,’ "and built 3 new:
houses’ of worship, all of which will be
ready

for

ceived

to

persons.

are.

use

- ‘this

fall,

membership

~The

total number

and

pe-

over

100 *

reported

baptized by the 25 n¥en under employ in
Mission fields by the Baptists was 36.
This is the sarae number baptized by our
| Y. M. _missionar§
alone. The increase
i the Presb. church was
of membership in
a little less than
5 per cent. and_ in the
Cong. churches less than 4 per cent. .

of this
up the
receive
a short,

down
nC

for

aided to the amount of. $250, and friends
from the East, gave about. $100 more,
total $350.
Four new men. have come

or a late, remittance. God forbid that we
should be compelled to do either. I can
gy believe that any of our people are go‘That
ing to let go the rope by which -we have:

sponding with thejr thousands, while multitudes of deserving poor in the country,

it, while the agents of the grog-shop have we ‘do on this subject, we were ‘somewhat
taken advantage of the . circunistances to surprisedto see in areligious contemporary
_journal*an objection raised against the
rally their forces; and” to make the evils
idea of providing a fund from which the
of drink more ‘wide spread than ever.
destitute
ministers and their families may
As bearing on this phase of the work,
be
pensioned.
We refer to the remark of
just
it is-to be noted that tae Convention
the Journal and Messenger that it is * nov
auxiliary
society
a
form
to
held decided
to the Total Abstinence Society and to because we do not believe that the aged
push'the work of reform to the utmost.” I and’ the infirm, who have worn themselves

+ beengitfered. , ff 38 enough!
show more

priv “ately, iin the’

-perance workers-from—eo=perating

We

The Proclamation

know of. ~In New England

| ——AMONG all the calls for benevolence
|
there is one subject which we would not
lly
successfu
» Ve suppose it can not be
|
entirely
overlook. Aged or. infirm minmeasures
extreme
the
of
some
‘that
denied
proposed by members of the Massachu- isteis in needy circumstances, men who
setts Total Abstinence Society, and their perhaps have spent their days in doing
service - among
the poorer
bitter speeches, have weakened the in- | yeoman
churches, have a claim upon the thought
fluence of the’ Society in the Commonwealth, and driven off many honest tem- and kindness of the religious people With

Inthis service, proxies do not ofuat,

nigh

/

.

gregationalists are afflicted with “ ministerial tramps,” like other denominations

by bringing to their aid the healthy, vigorous backing of the whole commuuity.

“The Nation has been at peace. -Even
the perils of a presidential campaign have
. been safely passed—safely, that i, excepting the Philpses, and the others implicated. The harvest has been bountiful.

come

reer

Bis

pl

departed. Some one has remarked
found to be a quite different matter in. the “a reform? could be initiated in the matter
‘The Mission Trendirios.
pulpit, on the platform, by organized - co-West. It-has‘not yet transpired, in re- of the pew-renting system if the rich and
operation and by individual . devotion, by..
ports that we have seen, just how the queshigh society people would more or {less
reform clubs and coffee rooms, and espeShall the present claims upon the Treascially by the faithful, sympathetic, tender tion was settled. If it can be settled occupy what are deemed the poorer seats uries of our.Benevolent Societies be honpractically and also effectively,
we hope | -in-the house of the Lord. Without put- |
| Christian labors of the women of Massored? That is the pressing question. Ttis’
achusetts; to check intemperance, to save
the method will not be patented, for there ting too much confidence in. this notion,
to be hoped that the statement of the Treas-’
the drunkard and rescue his home, and to 8 one.other denomination at least that
yet we think itt indisputable that wealthy| urer in last week’s Star has been carefully
elevate the moral sentiment and th
“and influential Christians can do untold: read and pondered. What shall be the republic administration of affairs in this | would like to try it.
good by setting thegexample of less pub- .| sponse from our people? The Treasuref
regard. ‘It recognizes the value of their
“efforts, and" only desires to second them
lie,
less showy and less costly. funerals.
|
:
OURRENT TOPICS.
gives us the facts only.” But those facts

and unfed.

Pestilence hfs not

torn

sand ways, publicly and

the warmth and cheer of our fromes, while
over

ni

Fiin

s

3

The subject of & Ministerial Responsi- ‘——Iris'sad to note the abuse which has’
been made of a beautiful custom which

bility 514 Standing * seems to have been
The Con-

efforts or methods.
It has no political |
significance in any respect, ' On.the con- that we

ners which .we,shall gat to-morrow, ‘amid
they hover

Its object

trary, it recognizes how much .Has been.
done, and is all the time doing, in a thou-'

All communications designed for publication,

.
oo

as

already Breed to the same result. Its
object is not to criticise or chill existing

G. F. MOSHER; Editor. -
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from this comniunity one of its most, sin-
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of our Y. M.

is about 18

per

cent., while. the, increase in churches

into

and. houses

even larg

of ‘worship is

Then we have commenced work
er.
in other fields where we hope to see

- The last rémittance closed the Society’ 8
fiscal year ? With all claims canceled. Let
us maintain’ ‘the.good, record ¢of last year, live churches in no distant diy. ‘Do not
at least. . Our workmen in India “have a ‘these facts cheer our friends who have
just claim upon us this month. let us lent us aid? T'should like to tell all “such
honor it. And. let us not dishonor: His how much even a little received from

obliged to practice the strictest ekonomy
in orderto escape the condition of pover-

ty. Butthese of eourse dan not be pensioned. However, if some method could
be devised for taking care of owr distinguished public servants, that should not
compronmiise their dignity nor do violence.
to that principle of equality which is the
genius of the Republic, it would doubtless be cordially supported. “Much better:

claim who

commissioned . them

for the

|

time to.time -encouraged the work, and

great work to: which WE, have sént ‘them the workers. There is One who knews.
document is a mockery.
Tf:
|
. The character of the Convention entitles
Our present year began with. Se; nt.
churches,
have
a
claim
upoh
them
whom
with the pledge of ‘our support.
Soul, thou hast much goods laid up for it to respect and confidence. Rev. Dr
Two months are past, and good work is
they
have
served,
but
because
we
do
no
1t
is
very
desirable
that
every
church
many years; take thine one, eat, drink, Duryea, Dr. Peabody, James Freeman
> A-precious revival
Clarke, Dr. Chickering the Secretary of believe it expedient to hold out any such than the Z¥mnes’s proposition is that of the. and other organizalisn having in hand| is being enjoyed aty Houston, which has
and be merry.
inducement
to
men
to
enter
the
ministry.”
aoiabr
But God hid unto him, Thou foot this Hite CongressionalTemperance Seeiety;
Independent-to—make
the ex: ‘Presidents funds for the cause should forward them been retarded somewhat by the illness of
It would seem that a little common" sense
at once. Individual, offerings are Also
night thy soul shall be’ required of “thee: | Judge Aldrich, of Worcester, and others,
members for life of the United States
our 1nissionary. He has been compelled
in
the
management,
of
such.
a
{fund
could
solicited.
Senate. Their experience and knowlthen whose shall these things be, which made addresses, depicting the evils of
| to suspend revival work for a short time.
find
methods
of
Preeti
any
abuse
-of
Special attention is called to the Bible
g indifference to ‘these
drink, deplorinthe
edge of affairs would be worth much to
thou hast provided ?
its resources.
i
School Notes, on which much’ interest “is Bro. Mitchell however is carrying on the
the
country.
and
community,
the
ing
exists
that
evils
THe essential state of mind for the acSy
now over due.
Unless this interest is work there now, as Bro. Palmer is again
ceptable observance of the day is grati- calling for.a rally of the leading men “of
paid at once, the Bible School must suf- able to preachand sapplies Bro.. M.'s
tude. = But did it ever“6ccur to you that the country ageinst the great abuse of ——TENX night schools, with a corps of {™ys IN reading the Financial Secretary's
pulpit at Crystal Lake on Sabbath. We
the eratiffide which expends itselfin mere. drink. That they mean effective work ap- thirty-five teachers, are now in operation statement in another column bear in mind fer. Let wo one from whom interest is | are glad to add that we expect a “pastor,
due
wait
for
any
further
notice
that
payin
Chicago.
Their
object
is
the
laudable
that the article was prepared for the last
feeling is the merest selfishness ?
: peared in most that was said, ‘and in the’
{Rév. L. Given from Maine, to commence
Thanksgiving talk now-a-days is large- appointment of mass temperance conven- one of affording advantages to those un- Star,but owing to its delay in ithe mail fog ment is needed. And while we are do- work there in connection with the Picking this thing that ought to be done, let
ly a matter of repetition. It is preached tions to be held at Tremont Temple on able to attend the day schools, and who not reach us in season for that” issue.
wick church soon.
Bro. G. will find
us-npt leave undone that’ other thing
desire to have an oppgrtunity outside of “calls attention to most important RE
4 + to us antually, from the pulpit and .the succeeding Sundays.
warm
young
churches,
ready for every
. Aswe said, we believe here is a field business hours to inp their educatioff.
and we h
they may receive the faith- equally important and imperative.
press, that the thing to do.is to help somegood
wok,
while
those
who know Bro.
The Home missionaries must not he | ©
body; tofeed the hungry;
to- clothe the that can be profitably oecupied. The No one is admitted to"7the privileges of ful attention of all our readers. °
Given
feel
that
these
churches.
are to fie
i
forgotten.
The
Home
Mission
Treasury
RES
a TEA
poor; to -comfort ‘the mourner; so lift new Society does not seem inclined to these schoolsWho is under twelve yea
under good and faithful care. ] /
lacks
upwards
of
$600
of
fudds.enough
to
of
age,
and
nojone
who
is
able
to
attghd
the fallen; to encourdge the desponding; make warfare on methods of ,temperTne Recis#er for 1881s unav vidably
At
Mazeppa
the
young
church
is
strug—always
deploring,—of course, the ance work different from its own, nor to the day schools. Ofall th® various kinds delay dd by the reports of the benevolent make its regular payments Dec. 1st. | gling hard’ fora chapel this. fall. They
or | 8
Mhanksgiving balls and shooting matches. invite or intend controversy with exist- of educations] expenses the sum required | societies, but the copy is now all receiv- These payments can not be delayed
need one more ‘than IT can tell.
Fields
- be ed, and we hope to receive orders at once, cut’ down without sore disappointment,
—It-is necessarily so.— We can no more get ing organizations. All such it bids God to pay for these night schools should
are
open
all
around.
-We.need
men
and
and, in-some cases, actual suffering to the
speed, and takes the position of a co-oper- borne by the tax payer with the least as we shall oon be able to fill them.
away from it, than we can get away from
|
means
to
enter
and
reap
before
they
are
missionaries.
- Unusually large
appro-|:
And every one who [ones an Price ten cents, postage {two cents.
the need of talking reformation as essen- ator in all efforts that shall actually re- grumbling.
| forever closed against us.
The frontier
priationsarc
mgde
by
the
Home
MisTdeem men from the _thralidom oof drink. interest
in the w
the people,w
tial to salvation, and .good dgeds—AS-—the--~
eel by-theie
“I'sion Board {his year, which increased con- Je iol a TT
proof of reformation. Good deeds ave We shall not cease to pray that its infu-. takes an interest in the saving of Cv | we© will refund the Toney; fori ‘all: copies
think,
a
part
of
the
Yeport
of.
late
tributions alone can meet.
The demand
influences relied.’
the natykal expression of gratitude. Do ence may daily tend towards that desired young from the pernicious
meeting ‘of the Woman's Miss.
Society.
for larger outlays in Home Mission work, |
ahah
gn
you suppose there was ever much true condition of temperance legislation in this which spare evenings bring to bear’ upon |”
| With $1,550 appropriated, not one dollar
Sriniry AL SONGS.
The’ New Hymn had become general, and the. Board ‘has
thanksgiving to (36d, that did n't result in country—the prohibited manufacture or” the poorer classes, should promote by
for the great West. There are Eastern
word and deed these night schools. We Books are in- the Bindery and they are honored the demangl- Now let us sustain mothers who would re-read that report
“taking somebody else et:
to the gale ofall that can intoxicate.
them in doing the larger work that they |
wpnder why those who have the means S3pecied at this office every day.
oO -&
thanksgiver?
?
--e
,| bave undertaken at our bidding.
Many with tears, could they know the surround‘
Edad
om
sae
and
those
who
are
‘benevolently
inclined
"So now, the Proclamations having been
who have
important interests, East and Wi est, will ings.of sons and daughters,
THE OONGREGATIONAL COUNCIL.
do not see the high privilege of endowing
SUNDAY- SCHOOL QUARTERLY.” We have
uttered, it depends vpon the people
gone
to
make
for
themselves
a
home, two
The drift of sentiment among the Con- schools of this nature in al} our cities, and sent out circulars explaining stilt farther be seriously affected by any failure to thousand miles towards the sunset.
whether they have fallen “as dead as
.fully
meet
the
claims
on
the
Treasury
eved in villages. Peter Cooper, venerable
gregationalists, so far as it relates to the
our Sunday-school publications, and shall
Autumn leaves or not.
The lite action of the H. M. Soc. in its
e.
which mature two weeks hence.
name
indeed,
has
set
an
excellent
examposition
of
women
in
the
church,
was
send
out sample copies of a few lessons of
But we do not deny the place and the
endeavor
to'aid
the
work
in
these
new
Erofessor Fullonton has called attentioff
the Quarterly as soon as they can be prefitness of the festive side of the day. The -indicated at the recent session of the Na- ple in this direction.
ina recent Star to the prospective lack of States and Territories, meets the warm _
tional
Council
in.
St.
Louis,
where
one
|
pared. ‘Don’t order elsewhere till our
joyous home-gatherings—how the bare|
funds for the next appropriation to our. approval and: gratitude of our churches.
own is examined.
:
thought of them. awakes old memories, | |woman at least was’ ‘admitted as a deleNow let the entire denomination come. to.
—A FREE press and the expression of
‘Theological students.
and calls up the tears—mingled drops of ‘cate, and another” addressed the august free speech iis the glory of a free people..
A large number of installments on the the aid ofthis Society. and the work of
BRIEF "NOTES.
"joy and sadness. -Our blessing on every body on the subject of temperance.
The public sentiment which comes down
subscription notes given for this purpose chirch-extension will go, forward. Any
‘We
have
a
prophesy at last: “The zesthetIt
ought
not
to
be
considered
a
remarkhome to-morrow, whether the feast be
with a crushing effect on an attempt. to ie nose of the future will abhor snuff as g deli~ are now due, Pressure of work has de- other course
‘meens‘® church-contrac% -gladdened by those who have come. back able thing, perhaps, that a.colored man’ outrage a great people by publishing a cate musical ear does the filing of a saw.”
layed the regular notices to the signers of tion.
A. A. Surrn,
_ to the old place, or saddened by the ab- was elected second assistant moderator. forged letter for campaign use,is far more
these
notes.
'
Will
not
every
one
who
Minneapolis,
Nov.
10.
ks
‘Congregationalists
are FHncreasing in thes
More noticeable than that,to our eye, was
sence of those who have forever gone
effective than the governmental censor- South. They hads only two churches there at onde | these lines, from whom an install |
A
Ope
the rebuke administered. to Senin
from it.
-ship-of press-which-eharacterizes
the
more | the close of the war, butuow- they have sev.
is due, Horward- the same. Without-+—
—
Pisaiakiig
Theologica
Rooms.
s
- May the day be unselfishly spent, fl: scold about Dr. Dexter's popedom; by. his | than one European principality.. It was enty-three.
notice?
easy election to the moderatorship.
giving not be limited to the item of thanks,
It
has
been
a
good
year
in
the work of
The
McAll
Mission
is
widening
its
nilaencs
|
Thanksgiving day is at hand. Shali we |
but the other day that news came from
There has-been considerable complaint
nor our mood be such as to condemn too
Paris that a manager of a journal and through France, there being 24 mission sta- not all give more heart-felt thanks on farnishing rooms in -the Theological
severely the varied exercises to which about the “Couneil’s- being needless, a General Cluseret were each sentenced to tions in Paris, 5 in Lyons, 4 ip Bordeaux, and that day, if in the meantiaie we get all building of Bates college. Indeed the
some in other towns. .
‘different tastes and conditions will call usurper, in fact, since it assumes to exer- fifteen’ months’ imprisonment ‘and a fine of
these matters if from our consciepges in best, more having been done in this
On the theory that ““ a word to the wise is
cise
power
belonging
to
the
State
associathe tne.
direction than during any previous’ Yeu: rey
E.N. Fos
two thousand francs for defending a crim- sufficient,”a contributor to. the Watehman' the right way?
"| tions and. the churches. _This was bluntly
Ban
a on on o
|
since this enterprise. was set on foot.
,
Lewiston,
Me.
Nov.
15,
1880.
inal
act.
The
same
day's
paper
contained
seens to think that half a word will do for the |
stated in ‘a memorial presented
to. the
Three rooms have been nicely faeniehSEs NRE]
another item from the capital of France very wise.
A
THE TEMPERANCE FIELD.
Council ¥omin g nominally from New York
ed, one each hy“tlie following ehutches :
saying that the director of La Civilization
The managers -of the Concord school
of
Tt ought not to be assumed that:all real |Minnesota Notes. and New Jersey, but really from Dr.
Paige St., and ML: Vernon St., Lowell,
Philosophy
show
their
breadth
of
character
by
has
been
condemned
in
default
‘to.
three
- temperance work is confined to thoké who
out in the service

of Cini”

nd

of

his

eB

ARS
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Tr

Lyman Abbott, who alone ~ presented the

TAREMA MN

‘make Prohibition their watchword.
5

Pes |

We-~ | minority report embodying these -views.
wish that the prevailing sentiment of. the He plead for a patient heariog of his York

rconntry

would

sustain. -the

Prohibition |. and Jersey - constituents, and the appoint-* idea, but since it does not, there seems to’
ment of a committee of correspondence |
he’ no wisdom “in denopncing those who
who should learn the rature and scope of
are sincerely trying to do the mext best their complaints. The Council showed
thing.
its amiability by adopting both. his'minqr.
One of the effects of the prrsistont atity report, and that of the majority, which
"tempts to make it appear that only the recommended faking no action on the’
* Prohibitionists are the temperance peo- subject, but suggested the adoption. of a

rH ple; is a wide-spread

indifference on the

resolution

declaring’ that

of

associations

the National

subject of temperance itself. ‘Hosts of
‘Council was ready to hear the complaints
honest teetotalers, who can not” submit to

being denounced

as hypocrites because

and

individual |

Rev. Geo. F. Pentecost has

Tribunal of Conflicts and. the Council of
State. “France has yet to learn one 6f the
essential features of 4 republiean govern-

—=THE

Senbon, is again

bar

upon

of public
\
i |
us

Some

‘societies

~

i. dis the old figltwbetween principle
law.

if

Any law i8 a nullity that does not

Test on the bed-rock

of principle.

Why,

comg

the reference to ‘a foolish

of the

past” was warmly applauded, and

so was‘ Dr.” Herrick’s

thei, denounce the men whe contend for
.'
the principle of temperance asa prerequisite to ann operative law of temper‘ance?
t feeling, in
This seems to have been the
~

sermon

that *‘ creeds

idolatry

statement in

bis

can not be many-

he

Emerson says of Sunday that it is “ the core
of our civilization dedicated to thought and

reverence. It invites to the noblest solitude
and to the noblest society.”

when

We

preparations for ‘raising ‘means for the
carrying on of ‘church work - are under

discussion.

accepteda” ealk

ITEP PEATE, as such, .

like fo see the perseverance

manifested

by the American Board in proposing. to re-establish a mission at ‘Bagdad, where previous

adbpt one

attempts have beén made and abandoned.

method” and some “another. © Fairs and
festivals, Tecttires and, entertainments of
all descriptions, ‘are talked about and

Some notion of the interest which Americans |
take in foreign missions is shown ‘in the fact
that nearly one hundred missionaries have
sailed from this country
the past five months.

The Christian at

Work

for

foreign

charges

fields

the

in

New

M:

is

when it printed the Dame

which thie church treasury is flow filled.”
Even those who Jook upon tlibse words as

‘mistake

somewhat exaggerated, will do well ;to

than selfish policy or worldly aims.”

[parviaria

oe

pote

mnthropit,” William B.
eath has removed
ofa

Whose recent
n

a

purpose ¢

=

be a miracle if it should prove to
“be

letics, and other branches of literature,
into the condenser’; for this is the Rapid
Age.” Ab, yes! thisse a rapid age, but
is there so much kindness that we would
see it condensed ? is there so much loye.
and sweet conipanionship that we would

abbreviate any of its charming and quieting manifestations ?

a
i

.

ilous side of life,
and the success

with

which |

human bravery encounters the. gravest hardships. . Oné shows the crew of one of our
i]

coast life-saving stations

going

to the

rescue

recked seamen,
and the other the recent
t- of Mt. Blangby
Mr. Campbell, the
‘blind nan; and the only blind man who ever
stood upon the summit of that mountain, “In-

el

Nov.

Bl

Presb. Conferences in this State. Each
of these bodies hold their meetings i'Oct.

*

y

cb

Wy

a

peo?

:

Don't; Mistake.

Every dollar of the
he funds of the Educa-

The Congregationalists’ met at Northfield." tion Society isto be devoted directly to

| ‘They

Baptists’ met at Rochester.

support a State missionary.
in’ new

Catholic parochial school,
Two illustrations in the last Illustrated
Christian Weekly strikingly show the per-

tion must follow history, biography, homi-

fiur-

field, Mass.

.°

‘1 have before me abstracts from the
annual reports of the Cong., Baptist, and

or

weak

They

the aid of Theological edueation,and more

than an equal amount joined with it for hi
same purpose, not a hos of whic
ever raised by the. Society. The hind
spoken of simply necessitates

With them "students propiring for the ministry.

mission: work,

churches

State manned by live men.

increased

contributions from the churches, and
also: benevolent individuals in ajd- of the
ooCh

SAGE

TOR

RE

or mission

As much as we detest the modes and influence
factared, but must grow out of the roots
fields, at an expense to ‘the Mission of
i——
of Catholicism in this country, we entertain a |g 1000. The report-before me does not
of actual faith.” But equally hearty applause greeted Prof. Mead’s argument fri, 1g is not required, nor would it be. species of admiration of their shrewdness, - givethe total gain but only the number of
_They have just purchased the New Hampshire
and. appeal for a new’ statement of fafth. best to try to state all sides of a truth at House hotel property in this city with a view baptisms by those fo
in Hiseinn
convention
in
met
who
mén
the
of
part,
the same time. Yet we can not refrain to converting it into a parochial school—and Lwork. Thatnumber is 36. Feeling
The
matter
Was
finally
disposed
of
by
re“in Boston last. week, to consider and dis- ferring it to a special committee of five, from reflecting that there is another side under the very eaves of the First Parish {Con- greatness of the work they voted to; a.
uss the subject ‘of temperance exclusive- | who shall procéed at once to raise by cor- to the statement which is quite popular gregational) church, too! It might be a question
more money for the year to come than ever
:
ands.
The
”
~andnow-a-days, and which is indicated in the ‘which the church ‘would least prefer in” its” vi- | before. The Presh, met at St. Peter's.
respondence
a
Commission
of
twenty-five
with an open bar, or a Roman
legal aspects of the ‘question were left out persons, representing all shades of - the- ‘sentence from the Golden Rule that °* fid- cinity, a hotel
They have several strong churches in the’

of the meeting, for the movers in it be- ological belief among the Congregation* lieved that bere was a field for effective alists, it being refjuired of these commis“work thatis not nearly as fally vocupled siopers that they shall prepare a doctrinal
uf the meeting was set forth statement,and publish it without referring
it to the Council. We 'do not learn
in the opening address of Gov. Long, who. whether this is. understood to be a final
began his speech@s follows: Sis disp
of the question or mot. ‘It

The

nominations.

nourished by something higher ard better “25 men have been doing

ponder them, for undoubtedly they contain a needful caution.

Me.

Dover,
N. H., circle at East Dixmont,
Me.; and W. and R. Deadman, Wake-

of. Victor. Hugo's.

doctrines of Zion's Herald that, ‘no ‘virtue is
réliable unless its roots are Vitalized and

and Green church,

and God graciously blessed. The results
compare favorably with those of other des+

support a State ‘missionary, and
spent over $10,000 in this field. They
new poem as L’ Ané —* The Ass”—claiming . report 140 churches and that 17 new men
‘that it should be Z’ Ame—‘‘ The Soul.”— But
came into the field during the year. They
we believe the Herald was right nevertheless,
organized 7 new churches and show an
There are many ys
acts which we
The
ure-afraid are not
reliable” it we_aecept the increase in membership of 230.
York Herald with making a * funny”

Mads

progressing hopefully. The first year's nishment of. Awo other ‘rboms is fairly
results were most cheering.of means under way, considerable “money having
were limited, —the field great,—and ‘our been already received for that purpose.
churches scattered and fov of them | The ladies of the Bath, North St.,
strong. Then our organization for Mis- church, have gre tly improv ed their
sion work. was new and necessarily room, which was furnished some ten years
incomplete.
But the
ministers
and ago.
churches enlisted heartily in the work,
Wé have ‘also received nice boxes of
with few exceptions, and our. missionaty bed clothing, one each from the following
found warm hearts wherever . he went, sources:
Ladies’ circle, Washington St.;

to the pastorate of a Cofigrégational church in
Rk
Y.~the
Tompkins avenue:
That
original brace of * liberal” JjDLists isis

ment, and thati$ the toteratiom of-n-free~ BRAT

press answer able to the
opinion alone.
a

"The work in the Minnesota” Y.

engaging President- Porter, of Yale college,
for one of their lectures at the next session,

churches.
they do net sapport the Prohibition canThe eubJect most. in the minds of the
~ didates and measures ; and ‘hosts of other |
delegates, before going to the Council,
|
acted upon. While discussion of the rehonest people, who would unhesitatingly
was doubtiess the formation of -a new spective merits of these and other measunite to remove the liquor itself from the
“reach of those who can not control their creed. It has been discussed quite wide- ures are in ogee
few words from
ly and warmly during the past” year, the the Christiun Standayd are to the point.
appetite for it, are practically estopped
rom doing the good they wouid, on ac- advocates of ‘liberty ” and of *form™ +¢ A decent self-respect,” says a writer in
having been quite valiant in their argucount of the persistence with which it is
this journal, ‘“ would require the Chrisments,” Both sides of the question seem. given out they would do nothing if they
tian worldto abatidon at once and ‘fored to be well represented iin the Council,
‘ever
the many questionable means by
could.
:
and | for we are told that in the address of wel- |

A

SC.

State

months’ imprisonment
‘and a. fine of 2,000
francs for insulting President Grevy, the

Their gain

|.

aot with the notica of the inIa
coming S. 8. Quarterly from our offiee,
an permit me to hereby express the hope

‘tht our people, East ‘and West, will send
fg "this Quarterly,—will patronize our :
tally now that’ the
fade
own ‘press—and espe
terms are so low. I 'hope they will "not
follow the example of a preacher who re-

is not large. With a membership of 6,650 cencly, when the fure from Chicago to St.
they make a gain gf 318." ‘They also sup- | Louis was, by competition, cut'down to

port a. missionary and have
several new ¢hurches.
We have two. Y.

Ms.

in

organized | 50 cents, presented and demanded the ,
advantage of his hialf-fare pass. Iam aston-

Minnesota.

Both are small, having, a total membership of 1250 one year ago.—I capnot
speak of the outlook in the Southern Y.

ished that you can afford the Quarterly at
such easy terms, and our people ought

make it PY by an abundant patronage.

10

0.E. BAKER. jt

:
-

{
1

Damm

Te

Sots

Morell was present to tell us of the good ork
which has engaged his time and attention for
guy years past, . ‘Che peculiar sacred songs of

EASTETn.

Iti is he purpose Tsto ake the Morning
Star more useful and valuable to its readers the coming year than it has ever been
before. Like the best of its cotempor;

and
Sppointmens.
A
dbaflr
J

Quarterly

Mecting
MM

, We are able to announce the nanies of
the following persons who will contribute
with more or less frequency
year:
lk
; Rev. C.F.

dirjag

Penney, Rev. Dr.

Quint, Rev. J. J. Hall,

the

A.

H.j

Rev.C. A. Bick-

: ford; Rev. Geo.H. Ball, D.

D, = Rey.

Christian Recorder

of Philadelphia, Prof. J. S. Sewall, D. D.,

of. Bangor theological seminary,
s
Prof.
Hayes, of Bates_college, Rev.

B.

J.oM

- Bailey, D. D., Prof. George E. Foster,
Hezekiah = Butterworth, Theodore MM.
Banta, Esq.’
Rev.
-C. D. Dudley,

Rev. F. K. Chase, Prof. H.4. Chapman,
of Bowdoin college, -** Gainsboro,” Mrs.L.
IX. Burlingame, Mrs. V. G Ramsey, Mrs.
will

" mentof contributed articles ‘the coming
year than ever before.
ZX

Special topics will be assigned to differ-

‘each

week,

we

B. Girard,

clerk. . The

following

Sept., the

Preswching, and Reading ; articles dealing | write
assisted
witheertain financial and industrial ques-

tions, and
+ value.

others

current
:

of

who was then pastor of this interest,
by J. B. Palmer, .Y. M. missionary,
held a series of meeting; after which 19 were
baptized and united with she branch, together

practical
9

with others who had béeh ordaied.

The

fol-

oe
lowing December, the brauch by their request,
CORRESPONDENCE.
was set off from the Money Creek church, and
Our Fnglish correspondent, whose let’ organized ito ah independent church to be
readers,
our
by
“ters havt long been prized
known as the Houston Free Baptist church
will conthue to present important phases which has since become a member of the
Q.. M.
From
that
of religioys life and thought in Great Winona & Houston
Britain. br. J. L. Phillips will send us a time until the present, the interest bas not demonthly leter from India,

late

the

LA¥YMAN’S

M . to be holden

INSTITUTE

at No.

of the

Parma,

N.

ec. 9, Sid:
M. ofS
OGRAMME :
OpeningjSermon.jReyv. J. ue;

Washing Saints’
Eternal
land; A

feet,

Rev. J.

Punishment ndless2
Successful M#istry,

M.

Crandall;

»

came 80 celebrated and the’démand

Post-Ofiice

scholar.

every

lady.

creased.
drop very
kept theni
two from

Sometimes clouds have seemed to
near to them, but God has ever
safe from harm.
Death hus called
the church to their reward,. Dea.

not all.get the notice and were not all reported, What
did report gave no flattering ac-

count of their prosperity:

“ But

ees

a

pastor.

Bro. L. Given, of Maine, is coming to “fill this

and

teicher

‘With'his labors and thie unit-

long felt want.

ed prayers of the denomination

we

feel that

MISSION WORK.
very much will be accomplished in each field,
for the cause, © Brethren and sisters in the
in
remain
will
Waterman
Rev. G. C.
hese pastors of the
Minn.Q. M.,a8 we se
«charge of this department, and will pre- East willing to give up their fields and: come
sent a weekly survey of our own mission- and lgbor among us, shall we'not feel it is the

ary fields, at home and abroad, and of no-

table movements: in alt other missions.
DEPA RTMENTS.

The page devoted to family reading
and book notices will be prepared with
chre, and with 8 view to benefit

all

Who

may consult it.’
The news. department, both secular and

religious, will be conducted with refer-

ence to giving a complete summarized
report of cach week's events the world

over.
- The department of ** Rural and Domes-

tie” will be made interesting ‘and helpfal
both to the man on the farm and the
Market
‘woman in the house, while the
Reports” will be corrected weekly and at
the latest possible hour before going to
ep ress.

(CONCLUSION.

A single paper, made up in accordance
cost,
with this annpuncement, would
alone, at the least calculation, $123.

“We shall give 52 of these papers for
.

- Only $2.00. . And persons who subscribe
once will gét 60 of them
1882) for tne same money.

(till

¢ found

in

so

small

D. LOTHROP

?

a compass.

Address,

& CO., Publishers,

10t43eow

BOSTON .
A

.

gver phen and Silver Waltham Watches
Bent for a 3¢ stamp.

|

It tells how

I sent

watches ta all partsof U.S.to beexamingd

before pay ines any money . Undonbted ref«
White, Jeweler, Newari, Ndi
erence,

—

Gtoew
| Jane" Taylors Health Book, i pages, 18
| ot iA Hiustiations, strongly ound n
cloth
ang oards, wiilia oop to hi
tup

FETTER)
THAN A

upon his time

iby. In Bjuipl
age it Bells hfidron :
| (and od folks ai about. themselves, best

‘ways to eat, sleep, sit, walk, dress, bathe;
all about the hair, teeth, nails,
gthous- 4
and other thingg necessary to
Hoy
yoniote long lite, health dap
{ang it up oe : children can consu t ty
Referthem to it in answer totheirinquiries, Jf to show them

The numbe¥ of remarkable cures, ‘and the sufféring Polyform has saved, attest thewwisdom and phil-

the reasons

goat

".antrophy of this course.

In

Married

Strafford,

Nov.

MESSIANL.”

for, your advice,

It almost

looks and good health,

guarantees

them:

* ItJsthe best book of tho

Or RTES.

Jan,

Western Farm

|

Mortgages.

Eight Per Cent.

“Tresof Life”

Wy

Lord's dojngs,

and

be

very

watchful

ChrisimasI'he Cantata,
by
music’ and words

¢ Santa

De,

4

and the Cantata,

dered, is the most effective
An edition of Wordssonly
per copy.

BIGLO
76 East

Wisconsin,

“Several of our churches are now; or Wave
been, holding extra meetings, aud & good dequickening

has

been

.éxperienced.

The York Prairie church is fo "good working |

condition, Sunday-school

and

meetings

well

attended... ... The Monticello church bas been

‘weakened by removals and deaths, and

a" feel-

ing of discouragement bas-come. over. it. ~ Ex»
tra meetings have developed new strength. On
Nov. Tth. two were added to the church by
baptism, und the interest is deepening.

‘no wounder

that

from

this

cause.

changés

A discovery which cures by the natural process;

ABSORPTION,
ill diseases of the Kidn
Bladder,
Url
hd) Nervous System,heh
w.
no
ag olse rea

fortable to the Jutiont, Ades
pos

y

alles

is issued -at 10 cénts

0
It iid

AGENTS WANTED

York.

FOR THE

UMMIT

e-Pipe Shel, Co
convenient

keepers.

days.

»

2

ha

ever

ve HOSP -

offered to House

One Agent made

$144.67 in ten

Fo Jreight charges.

Address, R. 8. HARTZELL & 00.
235 South Third St.ePliiladelphis.

PLENTY

To EAT,

PLENTY

To SELL.

We Read The American

7

.

.

Agriculturist,

and every
Child —n

ed affect
ections,

_ Country

Man, Woman,
City, Village,

it.’

AAARA

One

Specimen

~~ S

Splendid |

HAZELTON,
: JA
Bil

and
and

— ought to have

The above well-known
Planos are.
8
in
variety of fiyies a price s which cannot fail to™"

ro

Terms for Vol. 40 (1881),
© $1.50; Three, $4; Four, 835,
& Rest of this year free..

—suite All fully

HUNT

Jror 6 (Cents.

Promiuiys

.
at No Cost.
: Sona your address on Postal
Card for Free Copy of 44
pages Tlustrated Pion Se \ .

New

Eng.

Publishers.

Managers,
ST., BOSTON.

A boy 16 years old can saw off &
. 3-foot log in two nw,

SADA. SCHOOL TEACHERS
and Bible Students

BROS.

Gen’l

SAWING MADE EASY.’

RANGE JUDD C0.,
.

warranted,
Send for Catalogue,

608 WASHINGTON

245 Broadway, NEW YORK.

¢

May learn how they can” “employ thelr leisure
| hours in a useful and profitable manner by send.
ing their names and addresses (mentioning this,
papeD) tor

. 8.
BARNES &.CO ,
Nop Washington St , Boston.

7} NEVER WASTE|:

|

Your time or money renting 4 farm when
BUY on your \RM
ar and TERMS

can
a |

Fine FARMMARKETS
andalmostHOME
at your door.

. With the BEST

Finest Farming Lands in

300. 000 ACRE

the World, Easy payments.
Long time. Low rate of interest. For terms, address
0. M. BARNES, Lansing, Mich.

CHOIRS

of -

bottle

-

gu

y & MA] IN,
N,

Loy in its ole on and the first

ture for those painful and much

WILL

REMEMBER

OUR

dtiection of easy anthems.

NEW

Also one thousand or

occasional singing.

.

NEW CANTATAS. ~Christmas,
Jerusalem, (31.); Joseph's

of,

i THE BEST INSTRUCTION BOOKS

erie

for Piano, ih

gestion,

Dysentery,

Breath,

Headache,

Rheumatism,
sy, Tetter,

Reed Organ, Guitar, Violin, Cor.

Dyspepsia,

Foul

Erysipelas,

Liver

Tumors

Gout,

and

amd

Piles

Skin

Dis-

Complaint, Drop-

and

Salt

Rheum,

,

Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill,

and Purifying the Blood,

génial

Indi-

Stomach

Eruptions

eases, Biliousness,
Worms,

($1. ci Fall
Bondage,

($1.25); and many others for winter
retios of Choirs and gocie:
gs. Send for lists! «

Have Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hind. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints.

Ayer's Cathartic Pills,
“on ll the yurpiof Fumly Phys,
CURING

more of separate Anthems, Glees, etc, costing
about 6 to 10 cents each.
A great conv enlence for

|

363 Randolph St., Chicagog
Hl

Costiveness, ‘ Jaundice,

American Anthem Book
(81.25),
OHNSON, TENNEY and - ABBEY;
an excellent

our. ehil-

A

5 cents each, 16 PAGES,
$4 per hundred.
One each of 1878, )79,-and "80, for 10 cents. xe
Address, ASA HULL, 240 Fourth Ave.
bi New York CITY.

cents.

and its. Thousands of Good
i Hints and Suggestions kelp us
5) to think, plan,
ork better
and more profitably. It helps
Wife, and pleases and instructs
the Children. Its First-rate,

|

of -Dr. ‘N. G. White’s
Pulthonary
Elixir
kept in the house for immediate use, will prevent Thuch sickhess, and by the use of a few
doses, save many doctor's bills. Fok sale
a
everywhere,
re

25

NEW MUSIC BOOKS

dren, friends and relatives are so frequently
taken from us by neglected colds; half the

deaths resulting

entertain.

Ninth Street,

1A

14

temperature, itis

holiday

73 Bandolph Street, Chicago.

>,

Business Hotes.
in

TOWARD
very at-

ou PRL 3 have

ed to inform the minister ass'gned when, they
wish the meetings to be held,unless they choose
to engage some other help for their meetings.
The neXt session of the Q. M. will be at
Edgewood in) Feb, next...
N. W. Bixby, Clerk.

:
A Timely Hint.
out climate, with its sudden

are

properly ren.

“WE'RE HAPPY
at OUE HOME.”

“and

spreading the gospel truth ?—D. D. MITCHELL.

of

Bixby; Mount

when

York.

Christmas Carols
HU LLSsei: [880,

Claus,”

ment ever offered to the public.
Price for Music and “Words complete,

ue

Gifford, The churches are respect] vely request-

prayerful that we may each one do our part,
that in eternity no soul may be lost because we
‘as a denomination failed to do our part in

gree

W,

New

100 copies by mail, 5 cts: each.

We are

Hope, D. Jewell ; Putnam, D. Jewell ; Prairie
Creek,B. F. Hammond ; Postville, ‘Hs Sitford;
Uniontown,N. W. Bixby. Vole City, H.

for use :

By Dr. J. H. Vincent, an
elaborate Christmas ExPrice $3 per
ercise, with appropriate Hymns.

looking for an enlargement of our | ‘borders in
this Q. M., all the ministers are going to work
with renewed energy. The conference passed
a resolution of thanks to the Mission Board
and pledged themselves to support. thé missionary.
Next s session at New Madrid,
J. 8. MORRISON, Clerk.

A. Baker; Masonville, N.

Reet
gE
(A Lt & bir ZIRE 5s a AA hod oh nn
&¢., send for pamphlet to J. B. WATKINS
&
co.,
Lawrence,
Kansas;
or
HENRY
DICKINSON,
Manager, 243
Broad way,

Vv.

Congregation, $1 per. 100.

holding on. There were three men ordained
to preach the gospel, and three received license’
to preach the gospel one year. We trust a new
all of Rutland.
era is dawning upon us in the South. The elec-|- ‘In Boston, Sept. 14, by Rev. C, Perkins, Mr.
“John
Tanner, Jr., of B. and Miss’ Annie E. Roltion has settled matters so we think. all danger’
Concord, N. il. Also Nov. 17,by the same,
of traveling and preaching in .the solid So din ss, of:Charles
F. Goodhue, of Freeport, 1m, and
is past. Our brethren are now intending eo!
1
VashtiC." Ruston, of Boston.
*
mencing an aggressive work further South.
In Alpine Wapello (Go., Towa, Oct. 21, 1880; by
We all feel very deeply the necessity of greater
Rew. E. Tibbets,
x George N. Miller, of Agency
educational facilities and*we do not think best
City, and Miss Mary-D. Craft, of Alpine.
At.the parsonage, Lyndon Center, Vt., Nov. 19,
to require a high standard of educational quali1880;by
Rev. E.
Owen, Mr. GeorgeW. Hoffman, D.
fication
when we have no place provided
S.,
of
ite River Junction, and Miss Carrie R
where they can secure it. Such #s they can
Harris, of Lyndon Center.

secure'here we require them to get.

Price for Complete
Leaflet
$7.50 per 100 Sopips.

cents;

17, by Rev. x, E. Boynton,

Mr. CharlesO. Fo, e and Miss Blanche X + Body,
both of Northwood, N. H.
“i
In Rutland, O. Oct. 10, by Rev. S. H. “Barrett,
Mr. Fredrick H. "Hoppes and Miss Ettie Stevens,
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ings were well attended and were marked with
‘meetings are held) every evening.
an unusual degree of the presence of the Hol
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Spirit on the Sabbath.
Three followed their
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fell upgn her hand.

Poetry.

4 Does it ‘makgljou.

ory

2

‘ I'am not crying.

: THANKSGIVING
BY PF.

The child looked at the sky, but not
seeing any shower resigned the problem
ot understanding magiers and murmured,

L. B.

All needed blessings come,
Accept the homage of this bund
“Assembledin our home.

1 love you,” and curley, Aersell. up like

~

a young kitten to sleep

‘* Well, who anyway are ypu? asked
Miss Nipson, not knowing whether. to be
provoked or pleased at the ehild’s innocent assurance.
:
~ * Oh, I's Petie,” gravely responded the
little maid, ¢t I's papa’s Pete. His name
was Peter. He culled me for him and ‘be-

Although in number we are small,
Yet grant there may be found
rgengss of heart among us all
BERNA ad.

"In which true thanks abound’
We thank Thee fof these silver heads

AN

TE BT

That shine above our board,—
Sure evidences of thy care
And pati€nce they afford.

| eause it is like a French word 'and meuns

5 grant our aged long be spared

‘

To taste our country’s hoard,’

i

little.

A

AJ

toey

Ol

=

The question 84d those pure eyes startled
ies

her.

FOTOW

But Petic went on.

And homes with plenty tilled.

dows is beénuse it is so ¢old -we_huve. to].
in the windows.
Fred and Emm
and
| Mamma and me live there, Mi#finma sews.

May make a nation strong

With

Fred and Emma can’t go to sghool-

.have flo book. Sometimes they do errands and pick berries. 1 go wo Studayschool. De you?
;
This time Miss Nipson'was obliged to an-

sit «

brows of kinder mood,

Whose thoughtful ways at once reveal
Therr life-work,—doing good.

~|.swer.** No,” she “said,

Praise unto Thee! that though endgwed
With beauty’s form and face}
A farmer’s rustic hearth and life

«One

The sunshine in their bair;

|

Midway

NOVEMBER.

Yet one-smile more, departing, distant sun!
One mellow smile through Hie. soft,- Yapory
loud winds run,
meadows bare.
and naked frees,
summer wreaths

And the biue gentian flower, that in the breeze

Nuds lonely, of her beauteous race the last.
Yet a few sunny
diys, jy Which the bee
by

the

hedge

that

“darkened air,
~-By William Cullen Bryant.

Family Giile.
PETIE'S THANKSGIVING.
BY
LS
THE

FSM.

INVITATIONS:

Bump, roll, tamble ; down came part
of the stone wall and Miss Nipson with

it.

;

I'pray the Lordmy soul to take.
o
And this I ssk for Jesus sake.”
he Now, mam: na,” said Petie, holding

-marsh-water
to drink,

to

:

Now that worthy personage was con+. .Siderably injured. Certainly her dignity
+. was hurt, and she wasn’t quite sure about

her ankles. Such a tall never had vecarted to her before. “Probably St wouldn't
now it she had gone through the gate to
Arive away neighbor Pcabody’s hens, or
if she had been as spry as she was twenty years before.
“I's sorry for you, n said a demure
voice at Miss Nipson’s side.
\
“Miss Nipson lovked up to see who was

+3 and
they

are

the

and
now you have
hurt you and I must

to

THE DINNER.
soundly
that

night,

“We

before for a long time. = Her appetite was
good -and® she “felt very
comfortable.

time,

been an

cooked

just right,

dust | a

had

plenty

of

been

a

soldier

fighting

down

sa

this

Le

an

esteemed

lady

in

society,

Querpowered

her,

yet

dijposition had saved
deucy,and now with

Petie’s

and

her of
almost
sunshiny

life which. she could enjoy.
if Petie hadu’t been so busy

hind a tree quick as winking;

and there’ 1

stuffed my jacket wiih grass, and put it
up against a tree with a stick through it
and my cap on the top, to look as if [was
peering around for a shot; and ‘then |
dropped down and crawled away into the
bushes,
Presently I heard the crack ot
the Reb’s piece again, and looking out 1
just caught sight of his ara) and shoulde rT,
#nd brought him down with one shot.

some

stirring

another

night and than have to pay the floglor for.

of this wumber, to be issued ubout,

The firice ©

The Atlantic is still “the favorite among
the unillustrated
mouthlies.
No periodical

magazine published by Mr, Thoth
us W. Bicknell, the well-known educator, coptai
ns the fol-

:has

so

brilliant

and

accomplished

Twain,

Rose

aud

social

subjects,

Everett

by

ful rexders:—* Results

of Methods of Teuch-

°

E. E. White, Ind: :** The Quincy Method, ly

Hon. - Be G. Northrup,
1]

Conn.;

“The Regs.

ANU TE Tuluenuce on. Education,” by Rey,
/R. pddeadly M. England; * Schop
enhauer

on Education,” trunsiated by Prof. Haity Cam-

b ivwge, Miss. ¢ Moral
Truiviog in Public
Schools,” by George
Howland, A. M., HL;
** Over # New’ Road,” by AnnaC. Bracke
tt,
New
York; “ Au Experiment in Reuding

Goldwin

Hale, on-the social,

*

Greek.” by Prof. A. C. Merriman, Ph. D, vy,
No
Y.; ** Object Peaching,” by N. A. ( alkius, N.
Y.;** Learning or Training,” by 8. N. Fellows,

political, und religious life of the world in the
time of Christ; William M, Rossetti, on The

Wives of the ~Poei§i” Job Fiske, on the
* Early Culiure, Myths, and Folk-Lore of our
Aryan Ancestors;” Joseph Dugdale, on * The

D. b., ~lowa; * Editorials:. Thomas Hughes
and New
Rugby; Education and Property;
The E<ucationul side of the Missionary Work;

French

Technical

—Bo-tou: T: W.

-cellent writers on otberstpicture sxque lands und
interesting
people;
discussions
of livin:
questions in pdlitics, education, industry, and
region, by persons
specially
qualificd to
treat them thoroughly and in #0 unpartizun
spirit, The tering are $4.00 a year, in udvape- ;
~

-

“ing,” by Hon J. W. Dickenyon, Mass. ;
“Tech.
nical Training in Américan Schools; by
De

Terry

life-size a
of Longfellow, Bryaot, Whittier, Lowell,
or Holmes, $500;
with
two
portraits, £6.00; with three portraits,
7.00;
with four portraits, $8. 00; with all five por traits,

i

lowing listof articles,valizable for all though
t.

a corps

(Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston); unueunce’ serial stories by Elizabet Ir Sturt Pie; George

Mark"

N..vember

The second Dumber of Bauciitton,
the new

of contributors as it hus, and their work
has identified it with much that Js ‘best in
cil
For 1881 its” Piblishers

Woolson,

|

will bed 000

Education;

Bickuell,
RE

Bibliography.” :
ie

——

Good C vmpany, number “fourteen, bas the ~~
second 1n-tallment of Rose and the Doctor, the
«

serial story by Ellen

W.

Olney.

Organization

in Courity
is a timely article by Mr. D. 0. Met

logy,

of

Philadelphia,

-whete

the

as

sess

charity reform Was first put in practical opery-

tion 1m this country u few years since.
There
is u readuble secount of the origin and: workings of te Tuterior Dgpustment, Which includes a larger part of the practical details of
.
£9.00.
the general government than many. are aware
“] of doubtless,
My
House und My Handmaiden
Appleton’s Journal has a large AGT
of gives sume experiences in Germany,
Pesny-. ...
admirers, won by its varied bat always excelroyal Church, and”An Exceptional Case, are lent qualities, and these admirers seem never
two of the stories. The
remaining
material
to bave been more numerous or more enthusi‘includes An Episode of Modern Egypt, Board:
astic than at the present time.
During the
ing Round, A Day in the Ruins of Carthage,
a
coming year large space will be given to. literWhat She Lost at the Fortune-Tellers, The
ary und art themes, to discussions of social
Bouquiniste, Calls Head,

questions, to chitical and specutstive.oxysays, to

papers, original und selected, that in any way
are likely to interest intelligent people,or w hich
will reflect the intellectual activity of, abe, ug
Its grauslation. of brittiant novelettes cutrent in

French and German “perfodicals will

be cons

en Tortue, un ac- °

count ut the Horace Mann'Schiool for the Deaf
in Boston where the deaf wnd dumb sre taught

A

10 speak; besides contributions from Mrs.
Lizzie. W.
Champney, and Miss Dora Read
Goodale ~— Springfield, Mass.

tinued.
Considerable space will be given tw
. Among the contents of the Novéiiibnz num
comprehensive and- avalytical reviews of imber of the Preacher and Homiletic Monthly
portant new books—not
mere
notices; but
we note the’ following:
Sermonic:* Whats
critical interpretations, with copious extracts,
God?"
by Churles F. Deems, D. D., LL D
in order to give the reade ron intelligent con.
»® Fulton Dangers and Guards,” by Edwrd
“+The place has best describ: d so often ception of the scope, character,
and fl: wor of
- Lgge rsoll, D. D.: cans
that I dare say you have a pretty good every current work of wide-reachin
and the Phirig
interest,
Seen, ” by Cwmon
idea what 1t was like.
.It-was a
great;
Farrar; “ The True Pipit
In other instances, books will-be brought toanil the True Pew,” by JosepHRB. Kerr, DD. ;
wide,swampy field with a stoc kadéirouna
gether in graups for careful. and. Aeritical
it, inside which thousands of us were coup
* Theological Systems—Their Necessity Adanalysis,
A sub-editorial department will be
od up just like cattle in a’ pen.
"ana s und Defeets,” by Prof. John Qtirns,
If a man,
“happened to have ablankét and two or added, under the title of + Notes for Readers,”
D.D.; * Trasting-God,” by Theodore £, Guys 1.
in
which
will
be
preserved
three bits of sicks; so he could rig up a
many minor. ler, D. D. This
number coutaing mmy inWings
in-literature of “interest to readers.
shelter against lie stn and rain, all the
teresting papers. trom
well-known dvines:
better for him ;; ‘if he hadn't, he. jist took4 * The Editor's Tatile,” which has always en- ** Mr, Spurgéon—1Ii
s Variety, Freshwss and
joy ‘ed no little rv putation for its acute and sughis chanve ; and 1 can tell youitiiere were
Powel ‘as a Pres her,” by John Stanford
gestive comments on curre nt themes, will be
mighty few blankets among us, and many
Holme, D. D ;* Some'of the Main (harae tercontinued as hitherto.
“had little encugh clothes either.
The terms are 2) cts,
istics
of the Europe
© All day long the sun kept roasting us per number; $3.00 per annum, in advince,’]. ofthe Day,” by Rev.an and Amerien Pulpits
David Winters “*Lighton_
alive, and at night the ‘damp and chill ate postage prepaid. A club of five -willlie sent
Important Texts », (Paper No. !), by Hointe our very bones, and set us: shivering
one year for $12. 00, —New York: D. Appleton ,
ward Crosby, D. DLL. D., and “Suggestive

till our teeth rattled again.

- As

to food,

and as to the water, ull We had was
a stream

that

ran:

from

through “ae.cypress

swamp, and you may think what knd

of

stuff that was.”

** You must have been
gry, I reckon,” remarked

powerful huna Ejmpathetic

ii tener.

“Hungry ? Well,
something about that.

I'll just tell you
Oné day a young

in charge, came..into

the

fellow, the son of the general that had

pen

to

us

look

:

:

& Co.

many's the time I've gone #ll day upon a
couple of biscuits, and small ones ut that ;

just as energetically as she tried to drive

past ten, then she said out loud, ** | might
awake

outthe
the
be-

around, with his little poodle dog following him.
He'd hardly turned
néighbor Peabody's lens out of “her gar- | when that dug was chopped up Tis back
and eaten
den,’ only this time she didn't fall over a bodily ; and when his master came to look
|
for hint there was nothing left but a bit of
stone wall:
dpi

aimlessly about ner house till “a-guacter
lay

one

night, * 1 was standing sentry at the
posts when a Rab let slap at me from
thicket, and just caught me across
cheek here; you see the mark
Lgot

more got picked up by the. Southern cavalry, and it wasn't a great while before we
and Miss Nipson so Ci
she was sur- : all’ found ourselves hard and~#ast in An:
dersonville; and there we had a_tme,
prised to find how much there was left in sure enough.

‘Mrs. Wilde didnt care for crippled awhen he thought it-was potato, and. forgot
“Walter, nor for the hungry Midway chil- for ten minutes that he was lame,
dren. She had often shared a dinner
But all good things come to an end,
‘with them.
But what if tHat stiff Miss and so did Petie’s Thanksgiving dinner.
The company went home and Petie was
Nipson should come aad behold all their
poverty, for there was only a silver quar- “comiplacent over the- suceess
of Her
by
ter in the house, and : that must furnish *T havksgivinigs. »
AFTERWARDS.
soup and bread for, their frugal ThanksMiss Nipsoa didn’ t sleep well after her
giving dinner.
Thanksgiving dinner. Perhaps the mince
¢* Miss Nipsey” too laid an ancomforta.
ble head on her pillow.
More
She didn't in- pie laid héavy ir. her stomach.
tnd to accept Petie’s invitation,” but she probably remembrance of her stinginess
couldn't get the little girl’s face out of her Iaid heavy on her conscience. Fora good
dreams, and constantly she heard the maxfy days she was theughtful, ‘bat she
sweet voice: saying, ‘I love you, and went to church and Sunday- school each
you must coms or you'll be wicked ”
‘Sabbath. Then her determination was
That. morning
made, and she went about its “execution
Miss Nipson walked

do it: as to

pretty narrow escape myself that way

“ Well, not long after that [ and

her from desponchildren so happy

oyster’ "soup with a turkey
there were two othe :T people in town who
leg
for
the Midway children she would have
didn’t.-Petie had told of her adventure and
wondered to see her mother looking so
the invitation she h ad given for Thanksgiving dinver, and she fully assured her cheerful and Miss Nipson 80 pleasant”
anxious ‘mamma
that
Miss * Nipséy™: Crippled Walter noticed it though, and
wonld certainly come.
took a generous mouthful of hors: -radish,

as well

of bis piece as Ite let fly at you, and where
lots of our fellows were shot ‘down without ever knowing who hurt ’em. 1d a

the edition

30th, ‘will be 30 ceuts.—Now York: £Serioner
&
Co.

historical,

mhn, who

‘there,” pursued the narrator, as the news

but

week

though her sorrows had robbed
hope, “and disappointment had

but

|

of which

in England and 100,000 in America.

elder has followed. . But whoever * subscribes
for either gets a “suffic tently good tbing,

a moment, to listen, and with a look of
to Crime;®
Travel
evident appreciation thal it - hardly res; Relation of. “Society
quired the testimony of his empty sleeve Sketches in’ Norway, by 4 H. H» and by ex

to show that he, 100; had
in his time.

number,”

and of an actually unrivaled grade of illustrations, the newer maguzine
has led aid the

course the children ate; children always
do when there is an) thing to eat.

Miss Nipson had not béen to Thanksgiving sermon nor invited. out to dinnér

issue will include *“‘the wonderful Chris
tmas

lafier,

In the adoption of more legible type, of a finer
~quality of paper,of a London publication office,

‘Smith; Edward

How shattFtettabout the dimmer or oLnewspaper 2 anil magazines, paused for

Thanksgiving shoald

say

_ former is quite as easily abead of the

the

Cooke,Ellen W. Olney ; essuys on biographical,

.

At this moment a pale-faced

departments”
. Subscriptiongsbeginning with
the: Noveine:

list, as

respects

‘was going from seat to seat with a basket

not near everything was eaten. Miss Nipson had locked out for that. She intended

hungry

stand:at the head of the

popular periodicals, ang in some

more

ar the alarm soupde
and to know that
we'd be at the enemy in a few. minutes
:

-air Puper., stories of
sports, and
games, will
tinued, with all the Popuisr

are making for the coming yéar warrant the
highest anticipations.
Scribner's and Har-

per's easily

e firstof

story,
A Christmas hd
‘the Man in-the Moon,” by
Washington Glad.
den. Open

which. “the fangazines

Henry © Jumes, Jr. bor kes and
Beecher Stowe;T. B.
Aldrich, Sarah 0. Jewett, Constance Feni-

it

Just like the breath of life to me
more.”

M AGAZINES. ANNOUNCEMENTS,

announcements

up her plate,** we will eat Thavksgivings.
Do give me some ‘turkey, quick!”

[ Everything was

gate amd Peiie went
home to tell her
mgother about her invited company.

Petie slept

And men delight to linger in thy ray.
“Yer one rich smiley and we will try to’bear
The piercing winter frosts, the winds, and

for

ask

-will do a tig and then not do it.
ho
must come, because you will be. wicked”
aot to, and I love you.”
“Mi¢s"Nipson rose to her feet and found
she could walk.
She went round to the

skirts the

way,
"The erickét chirp upon the russet lea,

Ty

I have just

you would koow it is wicked

air,

Shall murmur

his breth-

"If | should die before I wake,

ask you. Will you come to dinner with
Mrs. Wilde and Peties det found
me? Do, plesse,” and those blue eyes many pleasant things to talk about, and
-| looked so longingly and tenderly that forgot to notice whether the children ate
'I-Miss Nipson said, * Yes.”
~{-in modern fashion or the old style when
“ Well,” said Petie slipping to the knives and folks were unknown., Years
ground, ‘* if you went to Sunday-school, ago before trouble came Mrs. Wilde had:

<&

are ¢ ast,

children,

most all the time,
tumbled down and.

~For life; for health; for-home; for friends;
We give sincerest praises;
For rest frome war, for plenty found,
And for Thankesiving Days!

Ere o'er the frozen earth the
Or snows are sifted o’er the
One smile on the brown hills
And the gurhgocks. whose

shove

Petie, ¢ I

how

ed Walter, because he is

As are they now from care.

:

chutiugl

Joseph,

school teacher said so.

Grant to them souls as free from sin

»

to

;

THE

| The

Fraok R. Stockton

‘November number; an Indi which is in th
** Bright Eyes,” the Pobea Indi an ry ie
an, maiden; a
splendid holiday

with nothing | sketches by Harriet

paper man passed on; “‘ bub most of it
‘ren sold him to the torchlighters. . Next Though there were not many dishes, exwas just the sort that ‘I didn’t like—skir‘Thursday is Thanksgiving.
We ought tin cept. the ones she herself sent over that} mish ng
among
thick
wood
be thankful and eat dinner: "My “Stinday - morning, yet all were neat and clean.
could see of your enemy was the smoke

.

Be theley aif as brighi us Be

.

Sunday,”

learned . about

To heavenward tend our way,
We thank Thee for the little ones
Assembled bere to-day.

trying

Petie from her lap; but Petie wouldn't be
shoved.

They are content to grace.
As not the least of blessings sent

liey

|

suff as rd wet andlh
to eat. i

-+¢ Now I lay me down to sleep, = °
I pray the Lord my soulto Keep.

puton-all our olothes and can’t sf them

pavary

Beside them gentle women

shutting her eyes she said oor Teverent!uy.

The holes in the win-

Hite i} Tooke.

G-SWANID,
| and.
5

“Folding

house over there.

Theirs is the toil, io them belongs
A glad Thanksgiving song.

3

+41 live in tht

Whose strong right haads have tilled
he-whitening hill-side of our land
({yant that the vigor Beg

=

Do you know him?"

- Miss Nipson’s heart gave a great throb.

I'he tableof our Lord.
alc

Papa don’t live with ugiow.: He

lives with. God.

And find at last a seat around

Ocre

Pefoass Jt rains,”

Miss Nipsoh answered savagely.

HYMN.

" «J, Thou frem those impartial ‘hand

flu

But Somehow, with Petie sitting fbeside. . Ina Veanssivants train, among men of:
her, the sermon found ready acgess. 10 her whom, not a few had taken part in the
great struggle themselves, and who had
heart.
each
and all had at least one relative enPrecisely at two o'clock Petie” wud liher
2
gaged in it, such an announcement was
Zuests sat down to dinner.
Mrs. Wiide told Petie that singe she’ had quite sufficient to ‘command general atten—
‘been'the ‘instigator of this - dinner she Sion,
“No! did you, though pm
must do the honors, so the Tittle lady was
‘ S’pose you tell us the story,}Mister;
placed iin her high chair at the foot’ of
the table, a place that had been ‘vacant there's time enough ore New York, Ir
reckon.”
since papa went away.
:
¢ All'right, if you care to hear it. You
‘There was a moment of sNence after
they sat down, ng_one knowiny. hardly see, when 1 first came over from "England
what to do next, wien Petie coming from™ “the war was just about beginning, and as
‘some unknown realm of thought suddenly there didn't seem to be anything for me to
«aid, ** Papa used to" pray at dinner. do I thought I'd better soldier than’starve ;
so I went and “listed right away. I wasn't.
Some lady must pray Thanksgivings. Li
She lovked anxiously af her mamma and long in finding out that soldiering and
at Miss Nipson. They both looked as-if | starving might sometimes mean pretty
they were going to cry. Petie was almost much the same thing, for rations were
crying teo. Something must 7
and mighty scarce with us ence or twice, when
quickly, and Petic did it. ai
we got down on the Mississippi. I tell

ie

- The samc publishers issue the Novth American Review, which has a high reputation for
standard qualities, and also
The Popular
Science Monthly, whose articles and abstracts
of articles, original, ‘selected
and illustrated,
give accounts of allimportant discoveries and
upplications of science that nre of general interest. ~Tt“represents phases of progress of
scientific ideas, as affe ting the higher questions
of human interest, such as those of the statesmun, the philanthropist, the jurist, the financier, the educator, the divine, the artist,
the
historian, und the social reformer.
It begins
its eighteenth volume
with the November
nuihber.

The. two juveniles that

myst be

mentioned

Scripture ‘for Revival

Sermons * (Paper

No.

5)

D. D.

have

by

J. 0,

Peck,

Tien

we

much of valué under * Preachers Exchanging
Views,”
“ Sermonic
Criticign,”
* Talks

Around the Editor's Table,”

|

¢. Helpful Data:

in Current Literature,” ete.—I K. Funk& Co. ,
10 und 12 Dey Sty New York.
Henry
A.-Young & Co, (Boston). issue a
small volume which will be in demand
during the bolidyy seagon, since
it contains x gdod

selection of exercises such a4” "Sunduy-schools
will find sppropriate for ue on Christmas and _
New Year's, Puja Sunday and Easter, Children’s day, floral concevs, Autumyleal Sunday, Memorial days and. the regular Sundayschool’ concert.
It ig prepared’ by Mrs. Mary
B. C. Slade, who has vritjen successfully for.
young people,
wt

-" First she discovered that she “had nno skin about so big. They stopped our food together, since no body bus Jet been able
fora whole day “beentis-we- wonkthr't-—say| ~to-decide-whichis the
rs
by sympathetic, for,26*tell the
e went to the old ches t ite
or i Tor all that great house; so she ar- who did it; but we told no tales—not and the Wide Awake. better, are St. N icholas
‘i triith, Miss Nipson was never sympathiz- took
The luttter buy the udout a well worn bag. It was fall and
Pi: Garrett & Co, (Philade Ipbia). issue the
d for Mrs. Wilde to occupy a part. ‘we!
Te
vantage of cheapness,
since. its subscription
ed with, She didu’t want her neighbors heavy.
18th number of thelr Choice. Selections in
Miss Nipson locked the doors and TY she informed that lady that she didNow I should tell you ‘that to ‘make
price
($2.00)
is
a
dolar
less
1han
‘the other.
to. megdle with her business dud, they, L pulled the
window, curtains, but I will n’t like housekeeping and she did like her sure of our not 'se¢aping they'd run a wire Its publishers announce an original serial by Poetry and Prose tor public readings, winters sino.
never wanted to a second time. |
all
around
inside,
about
eighteen
feet
from
cooking,
George Macdonald, unother by ‘the author%sf gatherings, social entertainments, elocutionassure you it was filled with money, paid
so Miss Nipson furnished. the
the stockade ; and that eighteen
ary exercises, teperance societies;exhibitions,
“is you hurt 2” continged the sympa- for last
and Mrs. Wilde did the work. called the * dead line, because if feet. was | “ Dogberry Bune hb, ? and a little - folks serial— lyceums, andthe like. Euch number is supmonth's rents, and lie hadn’; provisions
a pris- hid Polly’ Cologne—" by Mrs. A.M.
thiz
Diuwz,which
known what to do with it to keep it safe.
There i is no longer need that Petie say order only put his head over that wire he
posed to contain 100 selections; and muy of
will contain ‘over a hundred illustrations,
“She - was a queer little thing, - aint
For
“ Miss Nipson took some crisp bank her litle }prayer at the table, for her got a bullet in him next minute fromm one .the older
them
are of “ugxoeljeat quaality.
folks there will be“ The Story of
* three feet long and almost as ‘broad, with
bills from tae bag: Then she put on her mammy tries to. fill papa’s place in that of the sentries,
Honor * Bright,” -by Magnus
Merriwe
ather,
a ragged “Mue dress and a’ big. scarlet bonnet .and
“ Well, one Tight late in the fall I'd
David C. Cook (Chicago) pabliohos Chair
i”
wn
shawl, and went to the mar- respect.
got as close as | could to the dead line,’ author of“ A’ General Misunderstanding,” and “Anthems, a pagc--bound volume of 160 pages,
shawl, but oh, such beautiful blue eyes,| ket.
*
Royil
Lowrie’s Last Year at St. Olaves.”
Miss Nipson could not be idle, so with 80 as the stockade might shelter me a bit
She “ordered oysters and such a
containing a collection of new anthems,chants,
and hair that hung in
lofig curls, golden large
Mr. Walter Shirlaw, instructor at the Art
turkey and vegetables’ to: match, Petie for guide she hunted up and made from the cold wind.
(Ugh!
bow
it
did
ete. for use in public worship, many of which
as the sunshine.
Her fat
Siudent
’s
League,
New: York, ‘will illustrate
‘and told the man to carry ‘them to - Wid- happy many a poor ' child that winter. bite through me that night !). I was just
are (uite meritorious. The book also contyins:
this
ht rosy lips were stained
The Sunday-school grew so fast that the wondering if I could live through till appearstory fully. Several two-part stories will a selection of quartets and choruses, suitable
ow Wilde's. .
during the year: ¢ King Philip's Head,”
morning, and hardly caring whether I did
and spattered with mud and -s
dor funeral occasions. It is clearly printed,
- Then she went to, the bakery and superintendent was almost distracted try- or not, when a sentry
just } qutside gave a by the editor of the Boston Courier, “Tot, and mailed at 40 cents a copy.
facta very dirty child.
bought wonderfully frosted cake,and pies ing to’ find - teachers enough. Fred and «Pst I’ that made me loo
the Dwarf,” by Margaret Eytinge with eight
Miss Nipson felt herself growing indig- and big, round doughnuts,
¢¢ «Say, Yank,’ he whinered,. ‘I guess drawings by George Koster, ete. A new featand cookies by Ewma wentto school, but Petie stays
The “Wabionat Ti emperance Almanac for
nant. four. times’ at once.
In the first the dozen.
you nl want a blarket- to-night. Catch ure, including cash prizes, for best original
PRS
most of the time in Miss Nipson's room.
Habit
1881 will be found of great service to all interplace she had stubbed her foe asshe fell,
hold
of
this.’
And
he
rolled
up
his
own
stories, drawings, puzzles, inventions,
She paid for these things | out of those All the. children loved her now, especially
ested in the cause.—~New York: National Temand chucked it tome. ‘I can git along IL be glbigoduced during 1881. There ete.,
and it ached. Then that child had called fresh-loo
will | perance Society.
king bank-nptes, and her face at Christmas time. Petie always loved without it.’
ulso
b&a
special
depart
ment for boys, in the {her ** Miss Nipsey,” and the sound of the looked, brighter
every time she handed| (her. Nobody thought of calling her | “¥God bless you! says I—and that form of newspaper news, or what the boys
(and
" name had always made her angry ever one away. ‘When her
was
all.
I
chucked
it
back
to
him,
‘*
Miss
Nipsey”
now.
first| girls too) wish to know" and ought to know of
Mr, Thomas Hughes gives curfency to the
purse was nedny
thing
sificeas a girl it was given fo her be- empty, she came
next
morning,
so. as he shouldn't what the great world 18
Two years only made Petie rounder and
around to Mrs. Wilde's.
doing, say ing and literary announcement that at least the Wrst, |
get found out; but I guess it saved my thinking. This depart
cause she was so stingy and selfish, and | Petie was at home,
volume of * The Life and Letters of Frederick.
ment will be under the
with a face clean happier and fatter and more good-natured.
life, all the same.
_ all through the years that had clung to and bright as
chdtge
of
Edward
Everett
Hale,
whose
A
dozen
name Denison Maurice il, appear late in the .
times a day she climbed on the
a rose-bud after a shower.
+ Not long after that a,lot of us were alone is guarantee of
present season.
its interest and value; *
her, ‘she had disliked it more and more,
She introduced the woman in her quaint arm of Miss Nipson's hair with the
exchanged, and I among the rest.. I can
pi
¥
i
The
publish
ers
also
apnoun
ce
a
new
cover,
perhaps because she felt that it told the way:
* Mamma, this is Miss Nipsey. announcement; “I love you.” Sometimes tell you [hardly felt the ground umder artistic and genuinely Americ
A'he
December
number
of
the
International
an
in
design
my
and
feet when I went out of that filthy
truth about her and that she was really She is coming to eat’
|
panksgivings with Miss Nipson would catéh her in both a free man—though just at tirst 1 was hole
Review contains the first pait of .an article
as novel in color, ~=Poston: D. Lothrop & Co,
nipping, . Moreover she disliked chii- me, because 1 love hep.”
arms, calling her * comfort,” and * sun-’ “weak as a buby, and could hardly
‘* State Support
of
Denominational
ripen
stand
“St. Nicholas bas increased so much in size
dren heartily.
It wasn’t often one came
Schools in Englund,” by Rev. R.W. Dale, D.
*¢ Miss Nipsey” was not accustomed to beam,” and once che said,‘ you led me to. without being held.”
and
number
of pages during the year pust that
dn her way.
Children usually crossed visiting the poor, but years
D., of Birmingham, England, Rr. Dale bas
‘'
*“ And did yoa never hear no, more ’o.
ago she con- the*light, and showed me how to live.”
the publishers have been obliged to issug the recently been in this country and examined
o
to the other side of the street when they gratulufed herself that she could rise’ to Then the tears ran down her checks, and that fellow as giv’ yer the blanket?” ask. yearly
volyme in two parts; instead of one as
our school system, and he rightly says, that
ed one of the audience, with undisguised
saw h
eoming.
And above all she de- any emergency, and with Petie’s
“heretofore. Asto its circulation, they TépoLt
help, Petie thought a moment bat could not interest.
* a kitowledge ofy some of ‘the difficuities and
tested dirty children, and the child wi
who uninvited crept'into her lap, and her solve the problem, and returning to her
¢¢ Never, worse luck:! and I don't stip- a gain 01'10,000 in. the average monthly editions troubles incidentto the English denominational
tearfully dirty.
heart too, she explained that she didn’t old familiar phrase said,“ You do love me, pose I ever shall now, for its good fiftoon of 1880 over 1879. The announcements for the system ‘may sd ve some
3
eter:
“1's sorry you's hurt, Miss Nipsey, » like 10 cook and if Petie’s mamma
Toys, | [Troi disusty sand ruinous mistakes, The
don"t
? And Miss Nipson kissed her years since it all happened, and Lye never, coming year includea
would | Riki
‘In Nature's Wondeiland,” or, Adventures in
author pliices the English educational sys tern
: and the littleg sirdget aid lier hand on only cook the dinnir, s
ll tho sunny wind vegzed for release.
the American. Tropics; Stories, of Ast. und] before the readerin miclear Fi and in'a
At that moment a sharp voice said :
most
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moved

“into”

her

\

wl tow you, I do, Miss Nipsey,” and

the ii

of rumpledcurls and

the apple-stained face -crept closer and

~~ actugly kissed the astonished woman.
vis no use to try aud Tell: bow! Miss
“ised “her

to come and ‘help eat it, but she ‘made a
mental reservation that she wouldn't eat
unless every thing was neiit and cléan™ "|
Thanksgiving: day walk bright “add
beautiful ; winter seemed * staying off on

purpose PY people could’ go vigiting, and
have a nice, time.

Q

* Say, Yank,

VAN SOLDIER'S STORY.
“¢ Yes, they hada hard time of it there, id
‘says &. short, sallow, keen-eyed man,
glancing over tthe0 Mlustrated Newspaper,

|

whieh contains ‘an engraving'of Mr. Au-

| Petie was going to church with Ber gustus Van Cleef’s fine monument io the
since long years ago when the dedeon’s Sunday=schpol teacher, and While the bell “ unknown, dead® at Salisbury, North
son marched away with the bays in blue,
baek,

{

“* Does your foot ache worse ” asked
the iry-faced ehild as Wo gros 0p

was ringingy&te called lor Mis, Nipson.

Kd

; but never came

“1 declare I” ¢jucalated that lady, and
looked in astonishment at her image in
the glass, as she tied her bonnet,
ermismpnin

i—
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I

guess

AFTER FIFTEEN YEARS—AN AMERI- | blanket to--night!”
‘The soldier started

Carolina. “I guess I ought to know
something of what the Southern: prisons
were like during the war, for I

BE

confronted by the

armed newspapér

knowing smile.
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thin face
man,
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want
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with many illustrations;
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ever

to New York with ine, old chap, and you
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Art,
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ope.

fully explained iu the

have thought it? You're just going along|,

don’t ever go back

of Europea

delightful ‘and humorous. serial by Rossiter
Jobnson; “ ‘Mystery in a Mansion,” u six
months’ serial; The Treasure-Box of Litera.

with

self!” shouted the narrator, ‘seizing
with both

ful outlihe of ‘the history

been

of the
up

Artiste,by Mrs, Clara ErsRine Clement; a faith-

a
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pupers

while I'm about,”
And the ex- prisoner was as gdod a8 hig
Wel
wo) word—=Daps

had ‘five

months of iit inAndersonville myselr »

shot, and turning

you'll

“wo

English

Queens,”

November
by Mrs.

entertaining way. The a thicle isa valuable
one,and thoroughly deslives a careful reading
by all who have been’ eure interested in the
relations of church and

mumber;|

Oliphant;

he Land of Nod,” a children’s operetta, With
ar ~fuli of dliarming tahlesux and effects;
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by

schools, either in Eng-
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‘Avery fnteresting collection of criticisms on
About’s *‘ Story of an Honest Man,”

giving its

cliief merit and defect, forms a prominent fexture in the Literary News for. November.
Those who have ‘read or contemplate reading
this clean Fre
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THINGS TO REMEMBER:

despotism.

to, beat.— Uncle

as

.

key

England

sub-

town mfeting

to

Pope's

poetical as well as to hig

characteristics.

To explain eith-

er, we must remember that he was

a man

of impulses ; at one

“incar-

instant

a

mere

nate tlirill of gratitude or Generosity: -and
in the next of'spité or jealousy
spasm
of wounded

vanity

would

make

2

for

when

a

moment’s

refléction

would

shown that the plain truth, would

Chwails Kinigdley touched our English
life at more points, ahd expressed: its

have

be

more

FY Tere
RT FARES or bin

in word and deed because
‘regulated by harmonious

in one of these capacities we may: forget
bim in the others. But no one who remembers at all the man himself can forIt is by attempting to reach the top at a singet for one moment that he was a churchgle leap that so much misery is produced in
mah and clergyman, not by any forcing
the world.— William Gobbett.
or restricting process, but to the backbone ;
Marriage is a lottery in which men stake
their liberty and women their happiness.— and that it was this which gave him a
standpoint and a strength which was the
Mme. de Rieuz.
basis of all his life's work.
Varied as
Four thifigs belong to a judge: to. hear cauare
his
writings,
one
characteristic
runs
- tiously, to answer wisely, to" consider soberly
through them all, which drew on them’
and to decide impartially.—NSocrates.
the censure of the critics, tempered, of
CA
young lady, who has’ studied all the
invitation.— Theophrastus.

It is bath the curse and blessingof our Amer‘fean [(ife"that we are never quite content. ‘We |
all expect$o go somewhere before we die, and
bave a better time when we get there than we
can have at home,
Thw bane of eur life ix discontent,
We say we will work so long, and
then we will enjoy ourselves. ‘But we find it

>
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No other pre;
ation has cured so magy.
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plaints as the Extract. Que
Prastew i8 Tavaluable in these
, Lumba,

n Back 0

* When I

was 3 boy,” he said, ** I ‘wanted some taffy— |
it wasa shilling—{
hada’t one.
When [ was
a man, I had a shilling, but I didn’ ha want, any
tally.” —Robert Collyer.
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emorrhages.
Po Boma
|oT fom any cause, is speedilyco
od and
r N

in Fony-Fives

Michael Angelo carved the Moses and

paint-

ed the Last Judement, but did be not also lepd
his master hand to the cutting of i
cameos P=, Il, Lewes.
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his conduct is
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out of the chapel, a dozen

artisans

went

race

with

how

guilty.

No wonder that the students at that institution have about decided. that what may

she feared that
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the liberty

of altering she

‘ment so as

to make

frm—

pious

away

be

the match

therefore

took

official

docu-

sons who do not patronize the

it correspond

his new grass, not to punish the offenders
but to gather them together and tell them

preliminary difficulties, and

set

race

and find himselfin the ruck.
Lincoln became President notebecause he was a«railsplitter, but beta use he was

not.

.Had-

he

continued in that eminently useful occupation he would not

have been

President

of

this great country and people. So with Garfield. Some: good ‘people ure going into’
ecstasies over the fact that early in life he

the Mollahs
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in the

power
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"all in this country, more
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onthe question that

which distinguished the shipwright

czar,

laid a tax on the beards of popes and

peo-

this

idea

was

possibly

not original with the emperor,;since

than

a century

earlier Queen

njore

Elizabeth,

unable to carry out her
father’s
against them, ordained that every.

edicts
beards

‘above a fortnight's growth should pay a
yearly tax of three shillings and fourpence.

exclaiming:

"Sophumore Cluss,— Connell "Era.

31a at once local

and

world-wide—is

for

Count: of Anjou, who is better known to
Ly.
“With this beards.
dame came Poltou and’ Guienne as

borhood, foi nation, and for all the |
ons of the globe.” T his larger view it Joving’

is - my. purpose now to present.
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remedy to.cure melancholy, to rub your body)
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ever
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was
that
that he could have dealt would have
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touched so bitterly the object of his just which followed the shaving .of Touis VII.
Thorwaldsen, the Danish sc ulptor, died of |
of
France,
This
monarch
was
married,
resentment.— Alice. Rollins, in Christian
apoplexy, March, 25, 1844. He liwqueniiied his
hi
and lived happily enough with Xleanor, of fortune, which amounted to pearly $1,000,000
‘ 1 Begiger.
Aqaitatne, until in a fatal hour he cropped to the foundation of «# museum at Capen
en,
Sin 0b bo Ses
ner 2 "| his
hair, and, like Hotspur, ‘smoothed his which bears his name.
\
chin,’ Then the trouble began, which ended,
A man who undoubtedly wanty ey he postTHE LABOR PROBLEM,
as the chroriiclers relate; in the King’s di.
or something of that sort, feds us a
' ln the largest view the labor problem: vorce, and the Queen's re-marriage To the master,
sketch
of ~ Presidentselect Gurfield; whichm hs

not

eflica-

A\PURELY VEGETABLE REMEDY

The reading roem of the British - Museum
contains three miles of book-cases eight feet
high, The domé, whence the electric light irradiates the vast room, is, next to that of the
Pantheon at Rome, the largest extant,
Ata printers’ festival lately the following
toast wus offered: ¢* Woman! Second only to
the press in the dissemination of news.”
"The
ladies are yet undecided whether to regard this’
as a compliment or otherwise.

let dye of Life pestilent potato bugs.
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i® and the Belgian

were S0

ple alike, though

complete astonishment, however, on find* ing that the man is the gentleman befyre

eg

churches fought ever

reformers

they would fain have ejected all save the
shaven from their ranks.
Peter the Great,
with that utter indiftérence to authority

inferior, who has just declared that if he
ever finds the man who has wronged
+him, he'll “mash him!” To .Strome’s
away,

B

. Moore,

PERRY DAVIS
P IN KILLER
WAY

a

voluntarily submitted himself®o the resentment of a man, infinitely bis social

turns
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sell

than any other,
to-day,
to ‘‘ grasp the |
skirts of circamstance.”
Circumstance
waits on us constantly; batit will not'waitlong by the canal side or the log hut.—
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cleanly ‘and

Price of Pond’s Extract,

she wak
patient and ‘trustful, looking with confideyte
and hope to the rest remaining for the saints of-|
God.
Among her last utterances
was the
twentvthird Psalm, which she repeated with
cheerful joy; and with his *“ rod” and * staff”
to comfort and sustain, $he walked through the
valley and shadow into light beyond.
Funer--+.
al services were conducted by theswriter, Nov,
3 9
5
C. F. PENNEY.

TEENA

shall

seene from Julian Hawthorne's novel of
“+ Sebastian Strome.” - The
hero
has

Prout

I

faithfulness and devotion.
She. Jas ever ready
to honor Him to:whom
she had consecrated her

him
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enougle for them, that he would, make it | ‘Fhe beard has often been the cause of * Professor in Veterinary Science—=Mr, S., to
class of animals does the horse Lis
wider, if they ‘would only tell him Just religious schisms, ' The Greek and Roman .what
Mr. S:—I think, Professet, it belongs to the

i him,
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MR. JAMES APPLEBEE died in. Milton Mills,
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be called in for the Jnajorit
diseases

with the

it all, he will speedily drop out of the

di-

Great to ordain the shaving of his Macedonians, namely, to prevent their enemies
laying bold of them.in close combat.
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mothers who have once used it will never
RSA Our Ointment is the best emollient
that can be applied.
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accompany.

‘When

WANTED

SUNLIGHT AND SHADOW

d prevent

or Sore

AGENTS

GOUGH’S

‘With’ Reminiscences
Jeenes, cotton,
Janis
Tn

used without the slightest fear of harm,
ying all” inflasomation
an

Sore

oun the right road. But in a competitive
life, by a cheeiful-andfready service.
country like this unless the man is behind ‘her long sickness of many months,

“in order. that his vizier should have
nothing to lead kim by,” a reason not unlike that which induced Alexander the

old Jacob Bright

"| found it, politic, when the boys run over

hardly find a. better illustration

For

and. for those

-is but just that CASH “should

CONCERNING SELF-MADE MEN.

too shocked to appreciate the wit of the
Sultan’s réason for the heinous. transgression. Ile declared that*he cut off his beard

for he always believes us!”

we

00K

idly curing
when other medicines have fale
Pond’s
Extract Medicated ape for closet
use, isa preventiv
Chafing a)
»our
Fh
is of great service wl
e Yemoval
of clothing is inconvenient.

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. “Obituaries should be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess bver

an illegal act, but had been ‘actuated only
by ¢ female vanity.”—Irish Law Times.

The Israelitish envoys ¢ tar ried

when Selim I. shaved,

be called fusing the professors does not
+ pay.”
Said the: boys at
Rugby,
* There's $ no fun in telling Arnold a lie/

how: wide they would like it.
In more serious matters,

kind, for

De-

used according to
.~ tions, its effect is simply wonderful.
Blind, Bleeding, or Hehing,
Piles,
It is the greatest known remedy :

-«

ONE HUNDRED WOKS;

will eid in

Faceache.

Nov. 51st, aged 79 years and § months.
Bro.
Applebee indulged a hope in Christ 37 years
statement already made. The ceremony ‘ago, and united with the Acton & Milton ‘Mills
took-place,and the husband was daly unit- church, of which he remaiped a worthy member until death called him from: labor
to.reed toa lady whom he believed to be quite
ward. He was a devoted husband, a kind
a jeune ingenue.
Unfortunately, the cerfather, a firm friend and an ardent lover of his
tificate, in passing through some office, hap- country,but & few days before hisdeath,exprespened to be very minutely examined by
ingadesireto be able to go to the pollsto vote for
for Mr. Garfield, and that he might once more
one of the clerks. ‘The bride was charged
with the offence of falsifying a public doc- witness the triumph of Republican principles.
His hope in Christ was firm unto the end.
He
ument, and condemnéd
to spend,
if not
believed fully that for him to depart was to be
her pleasant ‘honeymoon,
at least three
with Christ, which would
be far better, sayof the first months of hér married life, in ing to the writer a few days before his -death,
prison.
She had the courage to appeal that hey cared not how soon the time came
from the sentence, and caused the case to
for him to go.
By his removal a wife, with
whom he had lived nearly 60- years, is left in
be argued
oyt before the court at Metz,
which reversed the decision. of the inferior sadness to finish life’s journey alone, three sons
tribunal, and acquitted the lady-on the and two daughters are bereft of a father’ s love
ground that she did not intend to commit ‘and counse], and the church has lost a consistent member, and able supporter, andeall feel

have

brave

“Hts supefiority over al oflier remedies of the

i
Knitting Machine
ever invented.
Will
was a canal boatman.
He quit that oceuDr. Bull’s Cough Syrup in particularly rec- ye pay of stockngs with HEEL and TOE
pation as speedily as he could.
No one
ommended for children.
Tt cures Coughs, comiplete, in 20 minutes. It will also knita great
is a canal boatman for the fun of the ‘thing.
variety of fancy work, for which there is always a
Colds, Croup, Sore Throat and
Whooping
| Our people are by nature progressive and
Cough.
Is pleasant to the taste and dets Jike a ready market. Send for circular and terms to the
‘Twombly
Knitting Machine Co., 409 Wash-_
aspiring, and” easily overcome
the acci- - charm.
Price 25 cents.
. wi
ton St.. Boston, Mass.
:
17135
dL
succor, and to swear by the beard
dents. of "their surroundings. We start by
was to take an oath wtich not even the making our living; if we can do anything |
most infamous of them
would break.
The
else, it will soon show, and our social,"
Moslem, until he gof§
corrupted
by: the
business
and political
Jife is rife with |
fashions of the Giaours, had equal reveropportunities for men of native ability,
ence for
the appendage to his chin; and
worth and force of-character.
Tt is 'with-

was certainly the organ’s music that . chan-

not

and

would be broken off.

vested of his lank locks could not be more
an object of comiseration than a beardless
Polish peddlar.
In all the days
of their
bondage and slavery in Egypt, the. children of Abraham clung” tob- their beard.
For a stranger-to touch At was an insult. |
for children. and kinsmen - to kiss it, the

that ¢+ loudest

as the path across his Tield was

appendage

‘without his pigtail or an Indian

chants the master’s requiem,’ 'in this case it

. In like mapner, good

discovered,

ment: ¢ould be decreed
a Hebrew than
shaving—and washing—him.
A‘ Chinese

would’not ba required that next day, one
of the very delinquents was called upon
to take his place, tinding to his chagrin that
the kéys responded dutifully to his toueh.

-

the

I is a sure cure.

Earache, Toothache

the

‘shows

aware that her littlé deception would

and during the acute stage of Russian tyranny ip Poland, no more severe punish-

organ disappe: wed and the organist
had
been secretly informed that his services

BEVEWERT14)

which

own
control.
Fraulein Catherine: Mahl
was engaged to a desirable
partner to
whom she had imprudently declared. her
age at six years -less than it really wis.
As goon as the moment arrived for producing the certificate of birth, she was

at Jericho until their beards were grown;

In the same manoer; when the

ted loudest the humiliation of the

cherish

jealousy.

tongue of the bell had been removed one
night, another was in its place before
dawn, and the astonished. students were
summoned to their devotions at the usual
hour.
Again, when the wheel of the

Ifit is the ** silent organ’

|:

in Sidney, Me., Oct. 30, 1880,: aged 27
somehow or other been invariably connect , Is there not a certain admixture of non- died
yedirs and eight months,
She was baptized in}
ed - with politics, religion or, fashion. sense in.the glorification over ¢ self-made” 1869 by Eid. “Samfel Brooks and united - ih
Adam is always represented on the ancient
the church at Belgrade Mills.
41 1872 ¢
men?
What man is worth anything who
monuments as wearing a flowing beard, 4s not self-made? - Wealth may do some- joined the F. B. church in Sidney of which
and the Jews have so fully accented the thing, accident something, the influence of she was an honored and loved member till her
tradition that the more orthodox of .the association much to help a man to clear death. . Her Christian life was marked by ber

in. Next morning, when there was an
unusually large attendance at prayers,
behold the calgimined walls 2s fair, as
spotless, as irreproachable as ever. The
. dignity of the college had not been al‘Towed to be insulted, yet never a student
was ever questioned, lilamed; marked or
expelled.

Court at Metz,

La lady's age is a matter entirely within her

1 neither

The hirsute appendages of the face

about the town, rousing every. painter
in the place, and, as the last student went

Boe
a a =A

| Obituaries.

A"WOMAN'S AGE.

Olutment

i5med.

CTY

admit-nor deny) that they may ‘suffer as
works of art. For after all the high‘SPOILING THE FUN.
‘Take, as a very simple illustration, the est aim of suck books must be.-not to
case of the young mang.who had been delight in satisfying men’s intellects,
con.
offered a saucer of deHcatély “salted ice- but to touch their hearts and
The man
who stands
a
cream by two young ladies, who waited sciences.
in convulsive glee for the first grimace sead taller than any of his contemporaand its attendant remarks. Not a gest- ries as pure artist is, Thackeray, and no
ure or a word betrayed that- he had no- one delighted in his iatehless | phototiced it at all. Still talking lightly. of graphs more than Charles Kingsley, or
more loyally acknowledged his supremalast night's German
and
to-morrow’s
tennis, he finished the entire saucerful, cy. But I must question whether any
_thenbowing slightly left the room. “Was book of Thackeray's ever wrung from
struggling and fallen men or women one
“ever ** fun more-delicately spoiled?
Take again the case- of a certain .col- such cry of ‘new courage and reviving
lege professor who had almost abolished hope as came to Charles Kingsley, again
practical joking on the faculty,not by pun- and again, a few samples of which she
ishing, but by foiling, the intended funof who carefully treasured them upknown to
the students. Intormed one night that the him has given us in the memoirs .of his
students were ‘ painting” the walls of life.— Thomas Hughes, in Cincinnatr.
>
-0-b
vod
the chapel, ** Very well,” he said quietly,
“+ let them paint; but tell me when’ they
OONCERNING BEARDS,
are through.” ~ Dressing hastily, he went

promptly.

" The astonishing success of this Flixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, ar
are sufficient evidence of

5

picture there ‘is’ the clear handiof the parson and the teacher bethe colors and the verses of the
and the poet. Iam thankful. that

80 it is, even

In

of some profound principle or cemplex
mood of semtiment, he becomes incoherent
and perplexed. But on the other hand, he
can perceive admirably all that can be seen

all with that wondefYul pen of his, but in

It is only through the morning gate of the
beautiful that you can penetrate into the realm
of knowledge,
That which we feel here as
beauty#We
shall know one day As, truth, —

d

Lung and Throat Afections.

poem should be govérned by the evolution

skeptic, saint and sinner—he paints them

every
work
neath
artist

nts

Sprains and Bruises.

books which Will not prove a stumblingblock to such. “High churchman and low |
churchman, Popish saint, and fourteenth
century inquisitor, monk of the Thebaid,
Methodist preacher, tailor, poet, deist,

The first ingredient in convertion: is truth; 3
the next, geod-sense; the third, Food humor,
«ind the fourth, wit. —Sir Ww. “Temp e.

1

Di iphiheria & Sore T hroat.

The. Popular Demand.
|. “So great hus been the popular demand for
said -a poem
or
novel
Study is the bane of childhdod, the ailment of, -eriticism, they
the celebrated remedy Kiduey-Wort, that it is
“youth, the indulgence of manhood, and ‘the. should be a work of art, pure and simple,
gldnce from a single point of view. having an immen-e sale from Maine to Califorrestoration of age.— W. §. Landor.
which says nothing, teaches nothing, but at'a
‘Some have found it inconvenient to
Though he could notbe continuous, he could nia.
simply portrays human nature, asa pheto-, return again and again to the:same point; he | prépare1t from the dry compound. For such
_ “The physically: blind. feel ‘their infirmity
but what shall we say of the morally bi ind graph, while in every one of these books could _polish, correct, eliminate superflai- the proprietors now prepare it in liquid form.
This ean
be procured
at the druggists.
Jean Paul.
}
some précept. or doctrine underlies - the Spies; ‘and compress his: meaning more and
It-has precisely the same effect as the dry. but
El
TOW
SO
bere
eae
more closely, till he has constructed short is very concentrated, so thay the dose is much
sorbed in any present good or ill! Itis only
was the complaint of the critics. No doubg passages of “imperishable ‘excellence.— smaller.— Lowell Mail,
the thought of the future that makes them ' this is true.
bl
There is'not one of all his English Menlo Letters— Leslie Stephen.

great.— Richter,

1

Ea
ales (ot$1.00)
aro great aids a Arresting
arroen Internal

Gain of Eight Pounds
—
“Days.

* ‘Whooping Cough,
:
Lung Affections,
And other
:
Cp ——

Our. Olatment, (5)

“ About forty-five days ago,” writes a Zon
tleman from Mississippi, ** I began the Oxygen
C atarrh \,a The FXeact isRe onlyie hd
principles. - Pope was governed by- the. in- Treatment, and, as regards the effects of it,
Catarrh Cure,”
peciall
stantanuous feeling. His emotion came in with a grateful heart T can say that it has
proved wonderfully efficacious, even surpassof the Sass
Ex Sorikins
our Es
Ber
cob esrion
sudden jets and gushes, instead of a con- “ing
my most sanguine expectations. My langs |
unable for sein catarrhal affections, is simp)
tinuous stream.
The same peculiarity dehave been much developed, breathing capacity
prives his poetry of continuous harmooy | increased, and the cough, which was at times
or profound
unity of conception.
His
hard and jaborious, has almost passed away.
lively sense of form and proportion enables My general health has much improved—feel
‘more
life-like and energetic, having gained
‘him, indeed, to fill up a simple frame-work
ontnd, ting. Uso ou, nmin
Our 'Prea(generally of borrowed design) with an eight pounds in forty-five days.”
Xs softeningand in Keeping out the air,
tise on ¢* Compound Oxygen,” which tells all
€ye to general effect, as in the *“ Rape of ‘about this remarkable remedy is sent free
the Lock” or the first ‘ Dunciad.”
But Address Drs. Starkey & Palen, 1109 and 1111
it is unrivaled,
and should be ke Jo
everyianily
even there his flight is short; and when a Girard Street, Phil., Pa.
¥
Bon
for use in case of
of

tic power which.no one could deny.
According to the accepted canons
of

Transcript.

Side, &o,

; conte) 3 or use a on removal of clothing
is incon.
Vain,
vi
jas great elp in relie ving inflammatory

Sores, Ulcers, Wounds,

course, by'praisé of dramatic and artis-

“ ologies,” wants to know if the crack of a rifle is where they put the powder jin —Boston

THE ‘GREAT VEGETADIS

PAIN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR
INFLAMMATION AND HEM.
ORRHAGES.

I do.—Burdett’s Hawkeye Correspondence. .

convenient, and therefore he had to" acTruth will be uppermost,’ sgmetime or oth‘cumnlate lie upon lie, each intended to
er, like cork, though, kept down in. water.— | doubts and longings, and at the bottom | patch up some previous blunder.
Though
|
Sin W. Templ e.
its faith, more truly and vividly than any nominally the poet of reason, ‘he.’was the A
ends on the -of his contemporaries.
‘Our happiness in this world
He was’ artist,’ very antithesis of the man who is redsonre.~~Duchess poet,sportsman,
affect ions we are inabled 10-8
politician, man of séience, able in the highest sense, who is truthfal,
sonal
dno
ever

EXTR AC

rospects and wail about the.good old times.
1
am young enough to go to pienics. = The
when I get to the picnic, I'can plead old age as
the excuse for not climbing-the tree to fix the
swing,
Iam young enough to: have more to
learn than I will ever remember, and I am old
enough to know a thundering ~ight more than

the time as mean and selfish as-other men
are made by a frenzy, of bodily fear. “He
would instinctively. snatch at a lie even: just as Thackeray has expressed it.

True friends visit us in prosperity only when
invited, but in’ adversity they come without

Pitiett gn, SO Adi 4

affection;

. And this seems to me to give the true

personal

OHARLES KINGLEY'S MORAL PURPOSE. -

to preserve hope ?—Souvesire.

5

ty.

EE
(Ei fit AE

ourselves to ignorance
is

of Asi tic

‘penetrates’ into every village on
the
globe,— J. H. Jones, in International
Rewiew,
:

An idle reason lessens the weight of the od
_ ones your gave before, — Swi; WH.
iw

Faith is simple, it is to believe: faith
lime, it is to be born again.— Saphir.

of bidter resentment as of warm

and wag always liable: ‘to be misled by the
suggestions of his strangely irritable vani-

Level it up or level it down

unless the New

"POND’S |

SHBNOI 000°00)

desire to be held wise, be 80 wise

depths

can

hights of

—level God wills if to’ be.
He will
drown out the New England town meet~
ing
“with the world’s, base barbarisms

Let woman's rights come by evolution
and
not by revolution.— Harriet Beecher Stowe:

to hold thy tongue. ~Quarles,

peoples

the

1880.

$0109 ANY

Silence is a hard opinion.
Esek, wn Scribner,

Should we condemn

slant from

American freedom to

Truth is one.-— Whittier.

“If thou

of human

not stand on a

NORNING Tan “NOVEMBER 34

%

ho

Va

~
grin
her |:
This
is
my
birthday. I bave reached a com
¢ ALEXANDER POPE.
all
responsible; satisfactory age, and I
I fageyy {that under ‘Pope's elaborate fortahle,
be. masks of | "hypoerisy and mystification am going to stick to it. I shall stand still ai
It is the pleasantest age in th
the there was a heart always abnormally sen. | thirty-five.
world, Iam young enough to sneer at ol:
The, sitive,
Unfortunately, it was as capable " fogies, and I amold enough to indulge in ret-

whatever cost, in lifting China up to
own lofty hights. The oceans are
on a level ;
God has ordained it so to
And he has equally ordained’ it that
races of men shall be on a level.

> WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1880.
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alarge saving can be made in hay and fodder.
Every one knows that if animals are keptwarm |
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comfortable,
:

it takes
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T Sheet 1ving artists.

less food. | In diseasesof the Kidneys, Bladder, Urinary
i
1, | Organs, and Lame Back, avoid all internal medi.
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ful nor forgetful that Gen. Grant was one of
the defenders, as he is to-day one of the .resources of the
“WAR.
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republic.—Springfield
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The St. Peter Insane Asylum.

| ‘An enumeration of the patients atthe burned
St. Péter (Minn.) insane asylum is completed.
It is found that thirty are missing,” but only

six are known to be dead,

been recovered.

Their bodies have:

Only one was identified with

certainty, that of J¢ P. Abrams, who was
smothefed.
Among others reported to be
dead are Dr. S. 8, Pruden, of Lake City, Coumbus Newman, of Shakopee, J. G. Ferner,
_ Hans Sorenson and John Brennan, but there

_ is nothing certain about their,

fate.

Thé

The number

of dead

may

be

patients for

the

voters and then

-

thé question of relief.
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The Black river canal will Mose November
25, an Albany (N.Y)
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containg a new Saered Quartet,
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Filled with gems.

« The Mason & Hamlin Co. also manufactures a
variety of styles of fine organs for churches where

with sales at $1 @ $1 05 ¥ bu. ' Green Peas ‘move
for new pamphlet, free. - H. D. FOWLE, Chemfs
fairly at $1 @ $1 75.¥ by, inclnding choice.
POTATOES. There is not much chan
in. the
continues Ji ral aud |
Potato. market. Supply
sales have been gt 8 @ 55¢ ¥ bu for Eastern Rose,
with occasional
faney
lots of Aroosook at 58c.
at 45 @
selling mostly
Northern Rose have
50c. Kastern Prolifics command 50 @
5 ¢, Norfolk | ¢very man TAY iso find the foad tq honor and success.
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‘A complete work.
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greatest power as well as variety is required; they

Choice Canada continue in fair demand,
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.
1 at $350
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sales
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Many new

Sample copy, 7

BLAKE'S DOLLAR

rit! ho manuals and full pedal base. . Net prices

are $2000

Western have been gelling at 24 @ 25¢ ¢ dozen.
Limed are slow of sale, and it is bard to get over
LEY
|
|
18¢ for best.
BEANS. There ill a good demand for Pea and
Mediums. Pea are firm ut $176 @ $165 ¢ bu.
Mediums move off teadily at $155 @ $160 for
choice hand picked, and screened at $150 3 $155
¥ bu. Yellow Kyes have been selling fa ly. at
8175 @ $196
¥ bu. Red Kidneys are attracting
i
some attention, with sales at #1 50 @ $1 70.
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Books.
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old favorites.

Black Walnut, Ma ogany, Ash, and Ebonized,
plain1 very elegant, some with pipe organ tops;
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September at a higher raoge.
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Anthems for
Choirs, Conventions, -eté.
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HE GLEE
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for MINED VOICES.
ly rank these organs very high, fir above all}
0.
By A. H. BAILEY and
others, in which opinion he himself fully concurs.
+ A. WHITE. Glee, Quartets, Duets, 1rios, etc,
Ole Bull found them so superior as to
75 cents,
i
draw
him the declaration that * Their fine quality of T
U Il] R
QUARTET and GLEE
tone is in contrast with that of reed organs,” “The
IL
:
BOOK.
For MALE
distinguished tenor, Italo Campanini, in a note to
VOICES,
« H. BAILEY: und C. A, WHITE. A
the manufacturers, as he was about leaving this
brilliant array of Musical
sems. 75 ots.
country,gecently wrote: ** Having had of Po;
Music
and
Songs
ty to observe and use your organs, whilé si
in your country, I take pleasure in testif
for
New,
Reader,
es
of
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Home Circles. Plain, .
their admirable qualities. They exceed al . simi:
practical and attractive. 50 ots.
lar instruments of which I have any knowledge,
but you have better nroof of my opinion of them
E ICA
Singing Book, by 8. P. CHENEY.
than even this expression, in the fact that 1 have
300 pages, sacred aud secular,
»just purchased one to take with me to Italy.”
and
new.
Biographies of forty Jcading com.
Hundreds of similar opinions from distinguishéd
serg,
Most interesting Singin,
k ever pubmusicians have accumulated in the hands of the | -Fshea” $
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ging
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gan, "Adapted for self.
Hamlin Co. are now introducing; gréatly improves
- Srucion an teacher's use. A practical work.
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published in Lon-

guished Otto Xarwenka, of Berlin, to declare
them
‘* the most excellent instruments,” adding: *
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are capable of giving the finest tone coloring, and
no other instrument so enraptures the Evans
Theodore Thomas testifies that musicians general.

. Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New

y,” “the Monitor lsmp comps.
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which led Dr. Franz Liszt to characterize the
Mason & Hamlin Organs not only as * matchless,”
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{ TIONS OF ALL NATIONS FOR THIRTEEN
YEARS; being the only highest awards to any
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firm at 32a 3c.
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idence, R. 1., last evening, an organization | 3 per cent interest.
was formed, called the National Union Asveci,
Poetmuster-General Maynard has
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at the South a liberal, progressive. party
that,
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nance of free public schools and labor for the
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Five Persons Killed by Coal ant
Six bodies have washed ashore.
has been widely
and used as & cough remedy for fifty years.
other cough medicine has
The wife and three children of Daniel Burr, |.
sto d
Forty-two
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recent
the test hal
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My medical bills were enormous, and I
both the. Hot and ‘White Springs, noted
curative qualities of the water.
I am
to say I am now a well man, and entire-

er Cure.

. i ‘#v{An unknown steamer bas been lost with all

Burr found them in an unconscious state when
he returned Wednesday
morning
from
his
watch.
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sifting in New York shall represent the interests of the company in the United States, as to
all that relates to observunce of the neutrality
of the canal us settled by the law of co
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Fowle & Sons, Boston.
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the other canals December 2.
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This is the volume of the year in Temperanca,
Literature. Itis a living tale, gathered from act:
nal life, andtold with a vividness and directness
“Which reveals in all their terrible aspects the evils
of intemperancé. No book since *
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excellence,
ng are furnished for monthly or
quarterly pasients, #5 and upwards.
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white ; mix in all the salt you can until'it is quite.
with prices and circulars containing much useful
@ 26¢ %
and medium dairies move . information,
| stiff, then set it in che center of a heap of red coals off slowly1, at but18 @.common
sent
free,
23¢, Fresh Western dairy is
We especially invite ath\persons taking any inter.
and let it byrn until done baking; then ‘when cool - giving satisfaction, and finds buyers at 25 @ 27¢,
est in‘such matters to vis\t our warerooms awd: ex.
ug summer made stock i8_hard
to sell at any
grind and
blow a pinch of it into the eyes once a
amine these organs. = It is always a pleasure to ex:
reasonable price. Choice Western ladle packed
day.
han
.
ET
hibit them.
sells about 28 fast as received at 22 @ 23c, while
the lower grades of ladle move off slowly at 18 @

York,
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er Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
is gen- ‘etc.
Pamphlets free to any address.
Seth W.

that are weak, Winking and inflamed: —Take an
egg and break ‘he large end enough to admit the
handle of a teaspoon; pour out the albumen or

coast of British Columbia to Alaska, accompa-

will mot in 100,000,000, and vial
m provided by a memorandum signe

of the republic of Columbia.

running away

gives the following as a remedy

Wednesday.

he execution of the work. Of the net profits
per cent. is allotted shareholders by the
terms of the concession. M de Lesseps says
that the contractors have sent in their “esti-

American

Frank 'W. Mifler of Portsmouth,

a!
“Eagles amounting to $275,000 were drawn

$120,000,000. The sum necessary for eompley
ing the canal, over and above the ‘capital, will
be raised by the issue of obligations.
Five
per
cent. interest is to be paid on the shares during

on July 7 that s'8pecial

than
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maintained a steady
Alderney cow in our possession, which had been
tone. on desirable grades, with receipts well sold
up, but common stock continues dull and weak,
the family stand-by, was permitted by the too
Striétly fine lots have been,sought after by buyers,
smart hiréd man to eat * only one or two ” apples
‘| and extrem
ces can’ be obtained
for further
The result was that the next morning she did not
consignments of the right ‘sort. Cholce straight
give a teacupful of milk.
’
ly, to su
daries have been selling a little more
piyshe place of fine stock, and some with fal) ends
.- WEAK EYES IN HORSES. A good authority
ring more than our quotations, Late made

Fifteen battalions of Turkish troops have
marched from Van against the Kurdish invadYs.
»
Hr

rest

mates, according do, Which the construetion

in

;

N. H., died on Friday.

the civil companyof the original concessionees
for the eencession contributed by that company,
5905000 shares remaig. for public subscription.
The issue will be made at par, $6 being paid

the oa
14

waste

that they have
let them eat too many

#

ed into 600,000 shares of $100 each. Ten thousand shares being reserved by the statutes for

new

restored
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Miscellancous.

Préspectus of the Panama Canal Scheme.
The capital of the Panama canal company, a
Paris dispatch says, will be $60,000,000, divide

is estimated

and

England.—~

BishopE. O. Haven is going to California

‘

The total cost

of

@
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and accept domestic service when they ‘graduate.
Itis presumed that the girls so trained would
find the most desirable situations open to them;
and for this reason the managers of the school expeot to fill it with those who are most capable of
becoming good housekeepers.—Boston Advert iser.
4-0-4
+40»

live.

as required.

been

themselves to remain under instruction for a year
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at subseription, $20°0n-allotment and the

have

smill, with a good demand for export and consumption. Prices have again advanced Ic # bu.
‘market.
Keep
only
the
finest
specimens
for
next
The gales have been at 63) @ 65c & bu for mixed
present at hid ‘bedside when death occurred.
yellow, high mixed Corn selling at 635 @ 64c,
and
year’s
breeding.
!
Governor Williams was taken sick the .night
«4 and
arrive, by lake and rail, at 62%c ¥ bu,
of the presidential election, November 2, and,
100,000 bu having been sold at 61 @ 62%c¥ bu.
CHICKEN CHOLERA. A farmer says his fowls
in
since retiring that night, has not left his room.
new mixed Corn the sales have been at 6lc # bu:
only get this disease when they are too highly ted,
His wife died several. months ago, and since
* OATS. The market is firm and
prices continue
and
recommends
the
following
diet
—One-quarter
that time there has been a fery marked change
to be well sustained. The sales of No 1 and extra
in his bearing, which has been marked by a of a pound each of salts and sulphur to be added
white have been at 47 @ 49¢; No 2 white 45a45¢;
and
No 2 mixed and No 3 white at42 @ 44c # bu.
to
a
pailful
of
buckwheat
bran
;
mix
to
the
consettled but vncomplaining melancholy.
His’
Extreme prices are asked at the close.
last public appearance was three weeks ago ‘sistency of mush, and feed them,sick and well, all
RYE.
The sales have been in small lots at.§1 05
Saturday evening, when he’ 1nade an address’ they will eat of it for two or three days.
@$107¥ bu.
are
sie
atthe dedieation of the new .dining-hxll of the
FEED.
The market for Shorts is steady at $19 3
APPLES AND Cows. Many men make a great
bouse of refiige at Plainfield. His last official
$19 50 ¥ ton ; and Fine Feed and Middlings range
mistake when they feed applés to cows. When
from $20 @ $22 ¥ ton.
act was the
spite of Joseph W. Wade, the
BARLEY. There is no change and the market
the cows fill off in milk and ‘go dry they forget
murderer, on Thursday afternoon.

1881 or Canova’s cabinet will resort to in¢reased taxation and impair the populatjty of

the monarchy.

per cent.

uray, of an organic trouble with. which he Has
( From. the New York Herald.)
en afilicted for fifteen years, successive
attacks of which his vigorous constitution has. . KEROSENE. The grease which has become
enabled him heretofore to withstand. 1 was3 “hardened‘by dust on the axles of machinery can
also hoped that he would rally from this He
ait becleaned off by the use of kerosene.
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into one sort of paper and into consols without amortization would, according. to
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Spanish statesmen and financiers, realize an
annual economy of $15,000,000 in the budget.
The conversion would oblige holders of bonds
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| BOSTON: D. LOTHROP & Co.
been interested in the New York cooking school
for some years past, propose now to “enlarge its
. Boston Produce Report.
“field of operations. The school will include, here.
The fact that already about 70,000 |.
Reportedby HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
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erchants and dealers in butter, cheese
and
in
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cants for admission will be housed, fed, clothed . ;
BOSTON,
bare ay Morning, Nov. 20, 1880.
and instructed, and will receive some compensathon besides ; in return for which they must bind

Hé developed symptoms of a

death.—Deputy

volved in 549 audited accounts and in 294 miscellaneous settlements was $12,110,085;
3,712
settlements confirmed by the second controller
were entered and posted; 41 transcripts of accounts of Indian agents no longer in - service
Dave been prepared for suit, and $25,557 has
been recovered by suits and otherwise and
covered into the treasury.” Mr. Ferriss invites attention to the urgent necessity of some
action on the part of Congress with regard to
the claims of colored soldiers and their heirs.
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official duties, and except for a shortness of
breath, seemed fairly well up to the hour of his

455,718.” The expenditures on account of the
war of the rebellion chargeable to appropria* tions on the books of the office up to June 80,
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erally supposed.— Country Géntleman.
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in its wonderful life-giving ‘properties {o
from confirméd Consumption by. the use of this
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Twenty-one Numbers of Scribner's for $5.00.
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hair, and MORE
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COLOR and BEAUTY.
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